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IHTRQBUGTION
The red coloior produced when thiocyanate is added 
to a solution of a ferric salt is well known as a sensitive 
test for iron* Yet, despite its wide application in this 
respect, it is surprising that attempts to define the 
exact nature of the markedly coloured compound have been 
confined to the last two decades. On the other hand, 
the concepts generally accepted in the earlier part of 
this century that ferric thiocyanate belonged to the 
class of co-ordination compounds described by Werner, 
and that its formula was Fe.Fe(ONS)g were not un­
reasonable in the light of work on ferricyanides to 
which ferric thiocyanate would naturally appear analogous 
and allied. Had it not been for the increased 
availability of optical methods of chemical analyses, it 
is possible that the hexathiocyanic compound might yet 
be accepted. For it is both notable, and unfortunate, 
that the first attempts to identify the exact nature of 
the compound seemed to indicate the existence of an 
iron-thiocyanate complex of the type Fe(ONS)g and it 
is interesting that this concept has been used as
recently as 1949( 3 ). However, the observations of a 
number of workers based on optical experiments made it 
quite clear that a simple ion of the type FeONS^ *** 
existed in aqueous iron-thiocyanate solutions, and not 
only was it coloured, but formed almost to the exclusion 
of all other possible ions when iron and thiocyanate 
ions wei*e mixed under conditions of dilution. At 
present, the probability is entertained, with some 
conviction, that the addition of thiocyanate to an 
aqueous solution containing ferric ions results, not 
in the formation of a single complex ion, but of a whole 
series of such ions in which the number of thiocyanate 
groups attached to a single iron ion may range from one 
to six, the proportions of the various complexes 
depending upon the concentration of thiocyanate employed. 
Moreover, depending on the number of thiocyanate groups 
attached to an iron ion, the electrostatic charge born 
by the various complexes will be positive or negative, 
or zero in the particular case of the neutral molecule 
FeCCNS)^. In addition, it must be remembered that,
•under conditions of high thiocyanate concentration 
required for the formation of the negative complexes 
Pe(ONS)]^, Pe(CNS)|", and Pe(CNS)|“ , the concentration 
, of free ferric ions becomes negligible, and that these
2
negative ions are in equilibrixam with the cations of 
the thiocyanate donating salt and are, consequently, 
anions of salts of the type KaFeCONS)^ (say) rather 
than Fe*Fe(CNS)g, as might he expected.* It is not 
easy to predict which iron-thiocyanate complex will 
predominate in any particular solution, except under 
conditions of high dilution; moreover, with the 
exception of the simplest complex FeONB^’*', it has not 
been possible until now to establish with certainty, 
the individual identity of any of the complexes 
postulated. Furthermore, care must be exercised 
in any claim concerning the nature of the ferric 
thiocyanate complexes present in a solution based 
on observations made on solutions under remotely 
different conditions of concentration.
Before an account is given concerning the 
development of these ideas, and concerning contemporary 
researches, mention should be made that ferric 
thiocyanate cannot readily be obtained, if at all, 
in a state of crystalline purity, and this would
X Crystalline salts corresponding to the formula 
R 3 Fe(CNS)g, where R « Na***, K"*", or have been
prepared, and analysed by Rosenheim and Cohn^^^^.
perhaps he anticipated in consideration of the apparent 
extreme solubility of ferric thiocyanate in water, its 
deliquescence, and its tendency to decompose either 
chemically, or by the agency of light. Repeated 
attempts to prepare the compound have been unsuccessful, 
the product being contaminated with divalent iron and 
sulphur-containing compounds. Success has, indeed, 
been claimed for the preparation of crystalline ferric 
thiocyanate but, though the validity of such a preparation 
cannot be denied, it cannot be accepted without reserve.
In 1 9 3 1  Sc hie singer and Van Valkenburgh^^*^^ reported 
the preparation of crystalline ferric thiocyanate which 
they found to be soluble in ether and in benzene. The 
molecular weight of ferric thiocyanate calculated from 
the elevation in boiling point and depression of freezing 
point of solutions in these solvents was shown to 
correspond to that of double molecules Peg(0N8)g. In 
aqueous solution, the red colour moved towards the anode 
when subjected to an electric potential, and it seemed 
evident that the formula of ferric thiocyanate could be 
given with certainty as Fe.Fe(ONS)g in view of the 
negatively charged coloured ion.
' ' '- %
It is notable that, in 1937, HfWller''"^  ^  postulated ^ 
ions of the type FeCNS^ "'', Pe(CNS)a and Fe(C]NS)~ as aHresult of conductivity measurements, but not until I9 4 I
2+was the ion FeONS firmly established as a result of 
optical experiments by Bent and F r e n c h ^ ). Colour 
experiments by these workers designed to determine the 
dissociation constant of Fe(CN8)g~" indicated the absence 
of this complex and that the colour denoting compound 
produced under the conditions of their experiments 
consisted of a single iron ion attached to only one 
thiocyanate ion - FeCHS^'^. Furthermore, the compound 
was shown to carry a positive charge since it migrated 
towards the cathode when subjected to an electric 
potential. The existence of this simple complex was 
further substantiated by similar optical experiments 
by Edmonds and Birnbaum^® ), Gould and Vosburgh^** ), 
and by the independent observations of at least one
other worker at an early date*. Moreover, Ricco and
c^ )Faraone recently obtained evidence for the complex 
FeONS^*^ and the possible existence of Fe(OHS)J based 
on the reduction in conductivity noted when iron and
X J.Y.Macdonald, The University of St. Andrews, 1944*
thiocyanate solutions are mixed, and, to them, these ions 
appeared analogous to ferric azide, Fe(Na)^’*’, a coloured 
ion with similar electron distribution. C^)
It became evident that, below a limiting thiocyanate 
concentration, the red colour of ferric thiocyanate 
solutions is contributed almost wholly by the simple ion 
PeONS^"^. Consequently it is possible to obtain a value 
for the dissociation constant of this complex since it 
may be assumed that light absorption in the visible 
region is due to FeONS^”^ alone, and that any measure of 
light absorption is a measure of the concentration of 
that ion. As the thiocyanate concentration increases 
the proportions of the higher complexes become involved, 
and optical density measurements cease to be of value 
as a measure of concentration. Values of the 
dissociation constant of FeONS^*^ have been obtained in 
this way by the above mentioned workers^^ ^ ) and it
has been shown that variation in the numerical value of 
the constant associated with change in ionic strength 
is in harmony with the current theories.
Much Information relating to the iron thiocyanate 
complexes has been published during the course of the 
researches shortly to be described.
Babko( * \  1 9 4 6 , and Frank and Ostwalt^^ \  1947,
- . - - : ' : "%
have substantiated the work of Bent and French by
24-furnishing similar evidence for the complex FeONS 
and have obtained values for its dissociation constant; 
these workers also indicate concentrations of thiocyanate 
above which complexes other than FeCNS^ *** would be expected 
to form in more than negligible amounts.
The nature of ferric thiocyanate in organic solvents 
has aroused some interest. nrl , 1947, claims a 
double molecule in S&/o alcohol based on measurements of 
conductivity and consideration of the dimer postulated 
by Schlesinger and Van Valkenburgh^^^^. Baldwin and 
8virbely(^ ), 1 9 4 9 , also favour the dimer and negative 
complexes in aqueous organic solvents - acetone, ethanol, 
methanol, glycerol, and others - as a result of optical 
measurements on solutions in iso-dielectric solvents. 
Finally, Ferrari and Oavalca^ ^, 194^» have emphasised 
the frequency of co-ordination number J4 in thiocyanate 
complexes, e.g. Gu(CNS)^ , Ag(GNS)^“, and Babko^ ^  ^ has 
given some attention to the stability of Fe(ONS)^ on 
theoretical rather than practical grounds.
In view of what has been said, it will be realised 
that, of all the postulated iron thiocyanate complexes, 
only the simplest one FeONS^ ***, has been identified with 
certainty. For, apart from this complex, the identity
of the higher complexes has been rather uncertain, 
evidence for their formation being based to a large 
extent upon discrepancies in observation anticipated 
with FeONS^’*' in mind and tending in a direction supported 
by the postulation of such higher complexes as have been 
mentioned. It seemed advisable to proceed with further 
researches on the subject with a view to elucidating the 
nature of the ferric thiocyanate complexes, and, to this 
end certain justification was lent in consequence of the 
early discovery of the FeONS^“*“ ion in the laboratory at 
St. Andrews.
8
- * ' ' '• .--1 ' . ’Lit.' 'ISi
AIMS OF RE8EAR0H ON FERRIC THIOCYANATE
We may thus accept, from the work of other authors,
a ser: 
rcs“\3“
that ries of complexes ranging from FeCNS^’*’ to
Fe(CNS )g may be formed; that, in dilute solution, the 
simplest complex FeONS^*^ is the only one to be formed, 
and that the stability constant of this complex, which 
varies with ionic strength, is of the order 100. It 
is also known that ferric ions form complexes with other 
anions, such as hydroxide and chloride ions, which will 
interfere by competing with the thiocyanate ions for the 
iron. It is generally assoamed that nitrate and perchlorate 
ions do not form such complexes, but there seems to be no 
proof for this, at least in the rather high concentrations 
used in this work.
The main objective of this work has been to apply the 
partition law to an elucidation of the ferric thiocyanate 
equilibria. It was first shown that the only complex 
which is extracted by ether when it is shaken with aqueous 
solutions of ferric thiocyanate is the neutral molecule 
Fe(CNS)s, v/ith no measureable polymerisation or 
dissociation. Estimation of the concentration of ferric 
iron in the ether phase thus gives a measure of this
particular species in the aqueous phase, and, by 
conducting these experiments over a range of thiocyanate 
concentrations, it has been possible to establish values 
of the stability constants of all the postulated species. 
The theory is as follows.
The amount of ferric thiocyanate extracted by ether 
from an aqueous solution of ferric thiocyanate is 
determined by the partition coefficient n, where
[Pe(0is:s)s]^ = n[Fe(CNS)3]j5  
jFe{CNS)3 "]|f is the concentration of undissociated ferric 
thiocyanate molecules in the aqueous phase and Fe(CHS)3 j^ 
is the total concentration of ferric thiocyanate (or 
iron) in the ether phase hereafter denoted, for brevity, 
by FCg. The advantages to be gained by the study of 
partition experiments arise from the fact that the 
product of FCg x n gives, at once, the concentration of 
one of the seven postulated iron thiocyanate complexes 
to which the concentration of all the other complexes 
must be related by means of equilibrium constants.
The various equilibria in the aqueous phase are denoted 
by the following equations:-
ll:
Bat^ibrlum Boulll'brlum Constant
Fe(CHS)a— Fe3+ + 3CNS-
*=* Fe(CNS)^'*’ + 2CNS"
=*Pe(CNS)J + ONS- kg
CNS" + Fe(CNS)g =Fe(0N8)- k.
2CNS- + Pe(CNS) 3  =*=Pe(CNS)?- kg
30NS~ + Fe(CNS)3 —  Fe(CHS7^ kg
The general equilibrium constant appertaining to 
the above equilibria takes the form
k ^ =  |Pe(0HS)^-^][cNS-]3-f
n P e ^
where ^ has the values 0 - 6 .  In the particular case 
when X = 3, k^ will, of course be equal to unity. The 
above constants are related to the usual stability 
constants of the complexes as follows:-
%  „ &eCHs2+"
kg " ^  “ |Fe ]|pNS“
kT ■ ^2 =    etc.^ iFeomz-y lom^j
-  - : - , fI' I
■ % :
From the general equilihrium constant, k^, it 
follows that the concentration of any complex in the 
aqueous phase may he given "by
-  ! > -  . m .
[ONS“] 3-x
where x is the number of the thiocyanate groups attached 
to the iron atom in the particular complex. It also 
follows that the total concentration of iron, free and 
combined, in the aqueous phase, Fe^, must be equal to
X e 6 
^ —‘
X = cr
whence x = 6
12
Y  .[CUS“]3
X = 0 ^
On expansion this becomes
nkg + 1 *1  Igm "] + nkg jom "] ^ + nkg [CNS“] 5  +
r]k^(GKS']^ + nkg|GKS“j5 + nkg . [gNS“J3
This equation correlates the experimentally 
obtainable values Fe^, Fe^ and (ONB") - the thiocyanate 
ion concentration in the aqueous phase - with all six 
equilibrium constants and n, the partition coefficient
13
which are the desired unknowns. These constants 
may then he obtained in theory, at least, by any 
mathematical manipulation whereby an equation of the 
above type may be solved (i.e. a homogeneous equation 
in ascending powers of a known variable - in this 
case thiocyanate concentration).
The relative proportions of the complexes in 
any solution will be given by
Pe3+ -.FeCHS 2+ : FeONS t ..........FeONs|“ :FeCNs|"
= H^NS-]-3:kjGNS-]"2:lC8^NS-]-l.........k^NS"] 2; 3
= kg : k]! [ONS"] : kggNS"] ^ ....... k^NS~I]^:k^NS“]^
One very interesting conclusion from this 
theoretical study is thai the relative proportions of
the various complexes, though dependent on the
thiocyanate concentration and on activity coefficient, 
are quite independent of the iron concentration, so 
long as this is not sufficiently great as to reduce 
appreciably the thiocyanate concentration by complex 
formation. This has been proved by light absorption 
experiments in an interesting way. It follows that, 
although ferric iron can be determined colorimetrically 
keeping the thiocyanate concentration and activity
A
constant, it is not possi*ble to use this reaction for 
the quantitative estimation of thiocyanate 
colorimetrically, for, even if the iron concentration 
were kept the same, the varying thiocyanate concentration 
would bring about a variation in the proportions of the 
complexes with consequent variation in both the tint and 
the intensity of colour absorption.
The distribution experiments described above have 
enabled fairly accurate estimates of the stability 
constants of all species to be determined. From these, 
a nomogram has been prepared from which the proportions 
of each complex at different thiocyanate concentrations 
may be read off. It has been found that the absorption 
spectra of the mixed species varies both in intensity 
and wavelength of maximum absorption with variation in 
thiocyanate concentration and it is now possible, using 
the nomogram above, to set up a series of simultaneous 
equations from which at least rough values of the 
absorption coefficients of each species might be 
determined at various wavelengths. Light absorption 
measurements have also been used to simplify the 
calculation of the various stability constants mentioned 
above, for, in low concentrations of thiocyanate, only
15
the simplest complex is formed and its stability 
constant may be calculated from optical measurements 
at two suitable concentrations. This reduces the 
number of parameters t o be calculated in solving the 
partition equation given above.
The equilibria being studied are sensitive to 
the activity coefficient and thus to the ionic strength 
of the solution. For this reason, the ionic strength 
of solutions studied was usually kept constant at a 
high value corresponding to that of the highest 
thiocyanate concentration used, by additions of 
potassium nitrate or sodium perchlorate. Addition 
of these (and other) salts to an iron-thiocyanate 
mixture results in a reduction in the intensity of 
the colour, and whereas this may be due simply to the 
increase in ionic strength with consequent reduction 
in the activity coefficient of the reacting ions, 
there was no certainty that competing complexes of the 
type FeNOQ*** (say) were not being formed. By keeping 
the nitrate concentration constant and altering the 
activity coefficient (by substituting lithium nitrate 
for potassium nitrate) and conversely by keeping the 
activity coe.'fficient constant and altering the nitrate 
concentration, it has been possible to show that the
16
effect is at least mainly due to the change in ionic 
strength. Wo reliable evidence for the formation of 
complexes with nitrate ions was found.
The distribution measurements indicated that above 
a certain thiocyanate ion concentration, the total 
concentration of negatively charged ferric thiocyanate 
complexes exceeds that of the positive ones. Moving 
boundary migration experiments have been carried out 
and confirmed this prediction.
P A R T  1
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PART 1
PREPARATION OF SOLUTIONS AND SQLTOWTS
All aqueous solutions of ferric thiocyanate 
employed in this work were prepared by mixing solutions 
of ferric and thiocyanate salts. The choice of ferric 
salts is limited since it is known that ferric ions form 
complexes with certain cations. It is generally 
believed that neither nitrate nor perchlorate ions form 
such complexes; Rabinowitch and Stockmayer^^^ ^ found 
no evidence of complex formation up to 3M 010 
Consequently, salts of these ions were used.
Since the ferric thiocyanate equilibria are
sensitive to activity coefficient, and thus to ionic
strength, this was kept constant by the addition of
suitable salts - potassium nitrate and sodium
perchlorate. A high value of ionic strength was
chosen so as to allow of the study of equilibria in 
fairly high thiocyanate concentrations. The acidity
of ferric thiocyanate solutions was also kept constant
in the majority of cases, and sufficiently high to
repress hydrolysis. Bray and Hershey^^  ^ and Lamb
and J a c q u e s ) found that, in the absence of acids,
18
the ferrie ion concentration is reduced by the reaction
+ HsO =  Pe(OH)^+ + H+
which has a hydrolysis constant
Kjj = 6 X 10~3 (B. and H.)
2.5 X 10“^ (L, and J.)
Using the latter,
6 sM! 3 = 2.5 X 10-3M
s= 2.5 X 10 ^ (when [E"^  = 0.1 
Thus, in O.IN acid, t her hydrolysis error is about 2.5 
percent. In 0.18N acid, the error is about 1.2^  
percent. In most of the subsequent experiments, the 
ferric thiocyanate solutions were about 0.18N with 
respect to acid, and the hydrolysis error ignored.
The stock solutions were prepared as follows:- 
Q.03M Ferric Perchlorate was prepared by dissolving freshly 
precipitated ferric hydroxide in perchloric acid* The 
ferric hydroxide was precipitated from ferric alum 
(Analar grade) by addition of aqueous sodium hydroxide, 
washed several times with hot water, and dissolved in 
perchloric to an acidity of 0.9N,
19
Q^MM_Ferric .Nitrate in 0.9N nitric acid was prepared 
in like manner.
2M_ Potassium Thiocyanate. Analar potassium thiocyanate 
was recrystallised twice from methyl alcohol and dried 
by heating to 60^0. The product so obtained was non- 
hygroscopic and could be easily weighed.
2M Ammonium Thiocyanate. The salt was purified in 
like manner.
Potassium Nitrate, (laboratory grade) was recrystallised 
twice from hot water.
Sodium Perchlorate. Hecrystallised Hopkins-Williams 
sodium perchlorate was used.
The iron solutions were standardised by titanous 
sulphate, the perchlorate solutions by precipitation of 
the potassium salt, and the thiocyanate solutions by 
precipitation of the silver salt. All solutions used 
in optical work were filtered prior to standardisation 
and allowed to stand in the dark for some time to allow 
dust and filter particles to settle.
Appropriate solutions containing thiocyanate 
concentrations up to 1.6M could be prepared from these 
stock solutions, in which the ionic strength was 
maintained at 1.78 and the acid concentration at 0.18N,
■ I , . ,  1  1
P A R T  2
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PART 2.
THE MOLEQUIAR STATE OF FERRIC THIOCYANATE 
IN ORG-ANIQ SOLVENTS.
EbulljLoscopic Methods - Ether and Alcohol 
Oonductivity Method - Ether 
Solubility in Benzene 
Ferric thiocyanate is soluble in a limited number 
of organic solvents, notably the lower alcohols, ethers, 
and in acetone and glycol. The solubility diminishes 
with increasing length of carbon chain. Despite this 
marked solubility in organic solvents, the nature of 
ferric thiocyanate in such solvents is not well defined. 
Before proceeding with the partition experiments, it 
was necessary that some understanding should be reached 
concerning the molecular state of ferric thiocyanate 
in ether, since the state of aggregation in the 
extracting solvent would have a profound bearing on 
any calculation concomitant with these essays.
It has generally been accepted that ferric 
thiocyanate exists as a dimer, Fe.Fe(CNS)g, in organic 
solvents. Schlesinger and Van Valkenburgh^^^)
SI
determined the molecular weight of ferric thiocyanate 
in benzene and in ether by cryoscopic and ebullioscopic 
methods, and concluded that ferric thiocyanate was 
dimeric in these solvents. It will be recalled that 
a crystalline preparation was employed for these 
experiments and, as will be shown, such a preparation, 
and any data accumulated as a result of its use for 
experimental purposes, are best treated with reserve.
On the other hand, Uri^^^^ has shown conclusively by 
conductivity measurements on iron-thiocyanate 
solutions in 9 6 ^ alcohol that the iron thiocyanate 
ratio is 1 : 3. On the basis of the previous work,
Uri assumed a dimer exists in 98^ alcohol as does 
in ether and in benzene. These findings have, in 
turn, led Baldwin and 8virbely( ^  ) to assume that in 
iso-dielectric aqueous-non-aqueous solvent pairs, 
there exists an equilibrium of the type
+ Fe(CNS)|~ = E-e.Fe(CMB)g 
since such an equilibrium offers a plausible 
explanation for the variation in colour intensity of 
solutions of ferric thiocyanate in such solvents.
The intense colours in solvent pairs which are poor 
electron donors is attributed to the complex
22
Fe.Fe(ONS)g, while the less intense colour of solutions 
in solvents which are more freely electron donating is 
due to the formation of the less intensely coloured 
Fe(CHS)^*" ions.
Since the work of Schlesinger and Van Valkenburgh 
is associated with some uncertainty, and since their 
conclusions have, to some extent, influenced the 
findings of subsequent workers, it was desirable that 
the molecular state of ferric thiocyanate in organic 
solvents should be clarified, particularly in the case 
of ether as solvent. Determinations of molecular 
weight by the boiling point method have shown that 
ferric thiocyanate exists as a monomer in both ether 
and alcohol. Furthermore, conductivity measurements 
on ethereal solutions indicate that all the iron in 
the ether is in the molecular and not the ionic form. 
Attempts to prepare solutions of ferric thiocyanate 
in benzene have failed, and it has been concluded that 
ferric thiocyanate is not soluble in pure benzene.
Boiling point measurements were made with the aid 
of a differential ebulliometer specially constructed 
for the purpose. The design and calibration of this 




The molecular weight of ferric thiocyanate in ether 
and in alcohol has been calculated, from measurements of 
boiling point of such solutions determined with the aid 
of a differential ebulliometer of the Swietoslawski 
type,  ^ specially constructed for this v/ork*
(fig.l). Essentially, the apparatus is a modified form
of the Yifashburn ebulliometer and may be used to determine, 
directly, the elevation in boiling point of a solution, 
thus eliminating any error (or necessary correction) 
resulting from possible fluctuations of the atmospheric 
pressure.
The solution, contained in the bulb "X" is heated 
to boiling by an externally wound coil, while ebullition 
is promoted by a small internal coil in series with the 
outer windings. The vapour, unable to escape, rises up 
the narrow outlet tube carrying with it solution whic.h is 
finally ejected on to the first thermometer cup. The 
hot solution trickles down the hélicoïdal spiral sealed
X Apparatus constructed by Dr. J.Y.Macdonald.
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round the thermometer cup and returns to the bulb 
containing the boiling solution. The hot vapour, on 
the other hand, passes over the second thermometer cup, 
and, after condensation by a double-spiral water-cooled 
condenser returns to the boiler by way of the drop 
counter "Y".
When equilibrium has been attained, the first 
thermometer, , registers the boiling point of the 
solution and the second thermometer, "A'*, records the 
boiling point of the solvent. In practice, thermometers 
with arbitrary scales are used, and the scales are 






6TABmEDI8ATI0IT OP THE EBUILIOMBTBR 
A m  THE PEOOKDURE POE ITS USE
1. Rate of E’bullition (Regulation of heating) *
Over-heating of the solution may result in 
superheating to such an extent that eguilihrium 
between solution and vapour is not attained at the 
instant when the solution is ejected on to the first 
thermometer cup. Insufficient heating results in 
similar sources of error. It is, therefore, 
essential to regulate the heating within appropriate 
limits and the drop counter is incorporated to 
facilitate doing so. When pure solvent is boiling 
in the apparatus, each thermometer registers the true 
boiling point, and T^, measured on similar scales 
with arbitrary "fixed points": that is, provided no
superheating occurs, a constant value should be 
obtained for the difference in the readings on the 
two thermometers, such will not, however, be
the case when the solution is over or under-heated, 
and, if the amount of heat applied to the solution is 
varied, it is possible to plot the values of -Tg 
thus obtained against the number of drops, "n", falling 
from the drop counter. An 8-shaped curve is obtained
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from which can he read an optimirni value of "n" for the 
particular solvent* Should the number of drops he 
maintained at this value in subsequent experimentations 
with that particular solvent, that is, hy regulation 
of the heating current, a sufficient heating will he 
ensured without superheating.
A typical curve is shown.
Ta -Tb
2. Qalihration of the Thermometers. Beckmann thermometers
were used and these were calibrated in the apparatus 
using the solvent in the same condition as it is to he 
used in the final experiment, and it has been assumed 
that when moist solvent is used, the degree of 
fractionation occurring in both cases would he 
approximately the same. When solvent is boiling in 
the apparatus and the rate of boiling is at its 
optimum, the constant value of is recorded
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(variation î 0 .0 0 4 0^ ).
When solution is boiling in the apparatus, 
will be the boiling point of the solution and that 
of the solvent; provided there is no change
in pressure). Hence, will be less than
by an amount equal to the elevation in boiling point 
of the solution. Consequently, the elevation in 
boiling point of any solution may be rapidly determined 
by subtracting the experimental value of 3^[»om
the value of previously determined for the solvent
(and always provided that the same thermometers with 
similar arbitrary scales be used).
3 . Summary of Procedure. The procedure to be adopted for 
the determination of molecular weights may be summarised.
a) Déterminât ion of* the constant numerical difference 
in the readings on the arbitrary scales of the 
thermometers, Tj^-Tg (solvent in ebulliometer).
b) Determination of elevation in boiling point of 
solutions of a solute, the molecular weight of 
which is known, in the solvent. From this datum, 
the elevation constant for the solvent may be 
calculated. (Alternatively, a theoretical value 
of the elevation constant may be used instead of 
an experimental value).
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c) Determination of elevation in boiling point of 
solution and subsequent calculation of the 
molecular weight of any solute, by means of the 
elevation constant.
4# Heat Loss. The apparatus was lagged with cotton wool 
to diminish loss of heat and to ensure more rapid 
attainment of equilibrium. This measure was considered 
desirable in view of possible decomposition in the 
ferric thiocyanate at the temperatures of the boiling 
solutions. The whole apparatus was contained in a 
glass cupboard which afforded protection from draughts.
5. Analysis of Solutions. The solutions were analysed at 
the end of the experiment. The current was switched
off, and the solution allowed to cool, in order to 
reduce loss by vaporisation: two samples of solution
were then drawn off for analysis. The samples were 
weighed and analysed quantitatively by titrametrio 
methods.
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. F X P F R I M E N T A L
The molecular weights of ferric thiocyanate in 
alcohol and in ether have been determined.
The preparation of solutions of ferric thiocyanate 
in these solvents is attended by considerable difficulty 
since, as will be shown, solid ferric thiocyanate cannot 
be obtained in a state of purity, A solut ion in dry 
alcohol can be prepared, indirectly, by the interaction 
of alcoholic solutions of ferric sulphate and bariuni 
thiocyanate, both of which are soluble in alcohol to a 
considerable extent while barium sulphate is not soluble.
The comparatively low solubilities of these substances 
in ether render this method impracticable for preparing 
solutions of ferric thiocyanate in ether and these had to 
be prepared by extraction of an aqueous solution with 
AnalaR ether. The ethereal solutions, thus prepared, 
were saturated with water and attempts to remove the 
water were not successful. Anliydrous sodium sulphate 
decolourised the solutions while sodium, phosphorus 
pentoxide and other desiccating agents result in the 
formation of deleterious by-products. In consequence, 
the molecular weight of ferric thiocyanate was determined 
in ether saturated with water: a certain amount of
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fractionation occurred between the two thermometers, 
giving rise (in the case of ether saturated with water) 
to a difference in temperature of 0.023®C, The extent 
of this fractionation was assumed to be the same for all 
solutions though this will not be quite correct, since the 
solution of water in ether, and, hence its vapour pressure 
are not independent of other solutes.
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Experiments to Test the Ebulliometer.
A. SalicyliQ Aoid in Dry Ether. Figures are given for 
experimentally determined values of the molecular 
elevation for dry ether, K, calculated as being the 
elevation in boiling point of 1 0 0 0  gm of ether in 
which is dissolved one gm mol of salicylic aoid.
Values of K calculated from the data in the 
International Critical Tables, are shown for purposes 
of comparison.
Table 1
Gone. K Kmol / 1 0 0 0  gm I.O.T. Obs.
0.0767 2 . 0 6 5  a)
0 . 1 0 0 2 . 1 6
0 . 2 0 0 2.180.237 - 2 . 1 6  6 )
0 . 3 0 0 2 . 2 2 —
o.kh^ 2 . 2 0  b)
Rotes: a) The concentration of salicylic acid wasestimated by evaporation of the ether from a known weight of solution: the ether wasremoved with the aid of a fan followed by heating in an oven for two hours at
b) The concentration of salicylic acid estimated by titration with standard alkali.
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The figures show good agreement and are indicative 
of the reliability which may be placed on the 
ebulliometer.
B. Benzoic Acid in Dry Alcohol. Similar experiments were 
performed, as a check on the procedure adopted, 
employing alcohol as the solvent. Benzoic acid was 
selected as solute since the molecular elevation 
calculated over a wide range of concentration is 
reasonably constant. The acid used in these 
experiments was not recrystallised or further 
purified in any way: its estimation was effected by
titration of the diluted alcoholic solution with 
aqueous alkali (dilution with water). The results 
are tabulated and comparison can be made with values 
of the molecular elevation derived from the 
International Oritical Tables.
Table 2
Gone. K Kgm mol / 1000 I.O.T. Obs.
0.10 1.150.20 1.150.273 - 1.170.326 - 1.1170.33 - 1.110.50 l.lZi.0.70 1,155
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Once again, agreement between the figures served as 
a check oh the apparatus.
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BBULLIOSaOPIQ CQRSTAMTS FOR MOIST ETHER 
AND DRY ALCOHOL
The themoclynamjLc ebullioscopic constant for dry 
ether is calculated to be 2,10^0 so that the constant 
for moist ether will have a value numerically less than 
this. In order to determine this value, ebullioscopic 
observations were made on a solution of salicylic acid in 
ether previously saturated with water, and, also, on 
ethereal solutions of hydssothiocyanic acid obtained by 
extraction of an aqueous solution. The values of K 
thus determined for moist ether are compared, in the 
tables, with the values obtained for dry ether, taken 
from the previous experiments in the case of salicylic 
acid, and from the International Critical Tables in the 






Cone. K Gone. K Kgm mol / 1000 gm Obs. gm mol / 1000 gm I.C.T. Obs.
0.237 2.16 0.10 2.075*0.287 2.12* 0.20 1.9170. hhl 2.20 0.35 2.08*— 0.50 1.925
3€ wet ether
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A value of 2.09^0 was chosen as the ehullioscopic 
constant for moist ether.
It should he observed that the figures also serve 
to show that the thiocyanic acid has its normal 
molecular weight in (moist) ether.
The ebullioscopic constant for dry alcohol was 
taken as 3..19'^ 0. a reliable value calculated by Hoyt 
and Fink. )
37PREPARATION OF SOLUTIONS OF FERRIC THIOOYANATE
IN MOIST ETHER AND IN ALCOHOL
Repeated attempts were made to prepare pure 
crystalline ferric thiocyanate after the manner 
described by Schlessinger, that is, by slow 
evaporation of a solution prepared from barium 
thiocyanate and ferric sulphate, or from thiocyanic 
acid and ferric hydroxide. In no instance was a 
pure product obtainable, the iron being very largely 
in the ferrous condition, free sulphur and poly- 
sulphides being produced. A typical analysis of 
three crops of crystals from the same batch is given,
Table 4
Or op Thiocyanate Ferric
First (large) 10.1 ^ 2.25 %
Second 16.5 % 2.68 fo
Third (small) 29.3 % 2.57 %
Theoretical(anhydrons) 75.8 % 2i)..2 %
Ferrous
2 3 . 6  ^ 
0.0 ^
It is evident that an internal oxidation- 
reduction was taking place; the evaporation was 
carried out in the dark and extended over several 
weeks.
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Evaporation of an ethereal extract did not prove 
to be satisfactory as difficulty was experienced in 
drying the extract. On adding the ethereal extract 
to a large volume of benzene, droplets of water 
separated out and could be removed by filtration 
through several thicknesses of paper, and, when the 
ether was removed under diminished pressure, a solid 
separated and this was found to have the composition :
CNS' = 23.6#, Pe'*''' = 5.48# and Pe®'*' =
In view, therefore, of these results, attempts to 
prepare a crystalline solid were abandoned and solutions 
were prepared as follows,
1. In Ether, An aqueous solution of potassium thiocyanate, 
ferric sulphate and sulphuric acid was extracted with 
AnalaR ether and the wet extract used directly in the 
ebulliometer, its composition being determined by 
titrametrio analysis. The extract was found to
contain thiocyanic acid to a considerable extent, but 
to be free from sulphate, showing that no extraction 
had occurred of complexes analogous to those extracted 
by ether from solutions of ferric chloride in 
hydrochloric acid. Every effort was made to ensure 
complete separation of the ethereal and aqueous 
layers after extraction.
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2. In Alcohol. An alcoholic solution of ferric
thiocyanate was prepared indirectly by shaking a 
solution of anhydrous ferric chloride in alcohol 
for some hours with silver sulphate. The solution 
contained exactly equivalent amounts of ferric and 
sulphate ions. The resultant solution was then 
shaken for four hours with the exact equivalent of 
anhydrous barium thiocyanate. A gelatinous 
precipitate was formed, and, while this could be 
removed by filtration only with the greatest 
difficulty, it was readily separated in a 
centrifuge. The solution, again, contained 
thiocyanic acid but no sulphate and only a trace 
of barium could be detected.
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EXPERIMENTAL I210E;TÏIjü?E;.
Tj^ e following tables record the results obtained 
using solutions prepared as above. In calculating the
results, the elevation due to the thiocyanic acid is 
worked out and deducted from the total elevation. The
difference is assumed to be due solely to ferric 
thiocyanate, the molecular weight of which is to be 
determined.
The theoretical molecular weight for single 
molecules is 2 3 0 .
Table 5
ISIbliea?. IC == :2 .()<)
Cone. Fe(GNS)Q (guy1 0 0 0  gm )
f .8 ir(S 
."7!)
Cone H0N8(gn%/1 0 0 0 gm)






Dry Alcohol. K = 1.19
Cone. Fe(0 N 8 ) 3  gjiy'lOOO gm
22.1
36.7










41It has been concluded from the above results that 
ferric thiocyanate exists in solution in ether, alcohol 
and similar polar solvents, only in the form of single 
molecules, and it is to be noted, in this respect, that, 
according to the International Oritical Tables, ferric 
chloride, which might be expected to be similar, does 
also exist as single molecules in ether solution. This 
has been shown to be the case also for ferric chloride 
dissolved in alcohol.
Notes on the Alternative Calculation of Results.- —      '       —  ■—   — — '— ---------    - " T    T   1 r - ri— ITT i|- r
Account must be taken of the possible co-ordination 
by ferric thiocyanate in ether, of molecules either of 
ether or of water co-ordinated by the iron atom before 
extraction. Should this be the case, a certain 
proportion of the weight of the ethereal solution is 
assumed to be free solvent, when, in fact, it may 
represent combined ether or even water molecules 
attached to the ferric ion, and which have been 
extracted from the aqueous solution. By analogy to 
ferric chloride, it was assumed that one ether molecule 
is attached to each iron atom in the molecule giving a 





The solution must, therefore, he more concentrated than 
previously assumed. The experiments were recalculated 
on this basis and the following results obtained.
Table 6
Oc>no. ire ( C Z N S C I c x n o  1B0IS8 !D()Tbei]L Jfft.
(gm/lOOOgm) (gm/lOOOgm) elevation
*0
7 .<)() :L. c)2 4:) (). ]L]Ls» :2;2C)
36.18 7.15 0.569 232,.^
The effect of such a correction on the final value 
of the molecular weight is very small. The weight of
one molecule of ether is and this is almost 
equivalent to the weight of four molecules of water. 
Consequently, the effect of four co-ordinated water 
molecules would be similar: since, however, the number
of co-ordinated water molecules is not likely to be 
greater than 3 ? an intermediate value for the molecular 
weight would be found.
Thus, also, if it is assumed that a symmetrical 
molecule is formed by the co-ordination of three alcohol 






the molecular weight of ferric thiocj^anate in alcohol 
is found to he 2 2 1  and 2 0 6 .
Conclusion
Ferric thiocyanate exists as single molecules in 
alcohol aiid ether solutions, and, although this has been 
demonstrated conclusively by ebullioseopie determinations, 
these measurements afford no indication of the extent to 
which ferric thiocyanate forms complex compounds with 
these solvents.
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A NOTE ON TI-IE ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY OF 
ETHEREAL SOLUTIONS
The validity of the partition method depends upon
the assumption that the only substances extracted from
the aqueous layers are the molecules Fe(ONS)g and
HONS, This has been shown to be the case by
ebullioseopie experiments and has, in large measure,
been confirmed by conductivity measurements which
should detect the presence of any ions of the type
FeCN8 ^+ (say).
Conductivities were measured in a large Washburn
cell - cell constant 0.0161. The following values of
resistance and specific conductivity were obtained.
Solution Resistance Specificohms Conductivitymhos
1. Ether, saturated >999,000 1*6 x 10“^with water
2. Ether, shaken >999,000 <  1.6 x 10"*^with ICONS solution
3. Ether, shaken 47,100 3.4 x 1 0 " 7with aqueous ferricthiocyanate
(that is, an ethereal solution of ferric thiocyanate 
and HONS).
45Quantities were not accurately measured, and 
room temperature was employed. It seems probable 
that most of the conductance in No.3 might be due 
to HONS. Even if it were all due to ferric ions 
this would only account for one percent of the iron 
in the ether.
The ether solution vms found to be 0.0118N with 
respect to iron. Taking the equivalent conductivity 
at infinite dilution for ferric thiocyanate in water 
as being about 100 mhos, the value in ether would be 
about 5 0 0  mhos since the viscosity of water is about 
five times that of ether.
Whence
X v  = ( 1 0 0 0  X 3.4 X 10-7) 0.0118
= 0 . 0 2 8 9  mhos
and
0 6  = ^  = 5 . 8  X 10-5
= 0 .0 5 ^
It thus appears that all the iron in the ether 
is in the molecular fom, and the only possibilities 
besides Fe(0N8)g are molecules of the type 
Fe(ONS)Q.xHONS or Fe(ONB), .E. But, as the boiling- 
point elevations previously given are not sufficiently 
low to account for such compound formation, it must be 
concluded that these are not formed to any appreciable 
extent.
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A NOTE ON THE SOLUBILITY OF FEKRIO THIOCYANATE
IN BENZENE.
The failure of benzene to extract the red colour 
from an aqueous solution of ferric thiocyanate seemed 
to indicate that ferric thiocyanate was not soluble 
in this solvent. It will be recalled that Schlesinger 
and Van Valkenburgh^^^^ dissolved crystalline ferric 
thiocyanate and, from the lowering of freezing point, 
assumed that a dimer was formed. The preparation of 
a solution of ferric thiocyanate in benzene proved to 
be a matter of some difficulty. The insolubility of 
ferric and thiocyanate salts in benzene rend.ered the 
usual methods void, nor can ferric thiocyanate be 
extracted from an aqueous solution by benzene. A 
solution, however, was prepared in a mixed ether 
benzene solvent. An aqueous solution of ferric 
thiocyanate was extracted with peroxide free ether 
and the separated ether phase mixed with pure 
distilled benzene. The resultant dark coloured 
solution had a decided purple tint. It was 
anticipated that removal of ether from a solution 
prepared in this manner would yield a solution of
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ferric thiocyanate in benzene. On removing the 
ether by distillation at reduced pressure, the 
colour gradually diminished, and a dark deposit 
settled on the walls of the distilling flask. On 
cooling the residual faint purple solution to 0 ^ 0  
a further small precipitate came out, leaving the 
benzene colourless. The black residue was dry, 
and had the appearance of soot. It was very 
soluble in water and in ether but quite insoluble 
in benzene. However, a purple solution was 
obtained by addition of benzene to the ether 
solution. The solutions in water and ether were 
red in colour, the colour of the aqueous solution 
being extractable by ether. The aqueous solution 
was showm to contain ferric and thiocyanate ions, 
but also a considerable amount of ferrous ions.
It is apparent that ferric thiocyanate is 
insoluble in pure dry benzene, but may be soluble 
in the presence of a little ether, due to the 
formation of a soluble compound, analogous to that 
obtained with ferric chloride in ether
Fe
C ï ^  '^01
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Removal of the co-ordinated ether molecule as 
a result of the treatment described, may lead to 





THE PARTITION OF FERRIC THIOOYANATE BETWEEN WATER
AND ETHER
The main object of this work has been to elucidate 
the nature of the ferric thiocyanate equilibria by appli­
cation of the partition law. It has been possible in 
this way to establish the identity of all the ferric thio­
cyanate complexes, to obtain values of the stability 
constants of each, and to deduce the manner in which ferric 
iron will distribute itself amongst the various complexes 
when thiocyanate is added to the solution of a ferric 
salt.
It has been assumed that a series of ferric thiooyan- 
ate complexes ranging from FeCN8 ^^  to Pe(CNS)^*” is formed. 
Migration experiments - e.g. Schlesinger and Van Valkenburgh 
(2 7 ) ,, Bent and French (4- ) - show that, under suitable 
conditions, either positively or negatively charged 
complexes may exist. The existence of the simple complex 
FeCNS^"^ in dilute solutions is well known. The possibility 
of a complex Fe(CNS)|“^ is suggested both by analogy to the 
ferricyanides, and by the existence of crystalline compounds 
MgFe(0N8 > 0  (^ "^). Apart from the simplest complex^ and the
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neutral complex, Pe(CN8 )g - Part 3 - the Identity of no 
other ferric thiocyanate complex has, till now, been 
established, nor has there been any concrete evidence 
of their individuality.
The stability constant of the simple complex has 
been determined from observations on the optical density 
of solutions in which the thiocyanate concentration is 
small since, under such conditions, the complex PeONS®'^ 
is, virtually, the only complex formed. If the thiocyan- 
-ate concentration is increased so as to promote t^ Je 
formation of higher complexes, difficulties arise in the 
interpretation of optical data since the optical densities 
of such solutions depend on both the concentrations and 
extinction coefficients of the various complexes present, 
a total of, at least, twelve parameters. When, however, 
ai^aqueous solution of ferric thiocyanate is extracted with 
ether, there is obtained, at once, a measure of the 
concentration of one of the complexes - the neutral 
molecule - to which the concentrations of all the other 
complexes in the aqueous phase must be related by means 
of equilibrium constants. In this way, the number of 
parameters is greatly reduced. By conducting a series of 
experiments in which the thiocyanate concentration in the 
'extracted aqueous solution is varied, sufficient data may 
be accumulated to permit the calculation of stability
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constants. Qualitative examination of such data has 
indicated the existence of all ferric thiocyanate 
complexes previously assumed to exist. Quantitative 
analysis of such data has led to real positive values 
of stslbility constants which have established the 
identity of all the ferric thiocyanate complexes.(see 
Part 4)
In 1901, Hantsch and Vagt (iz) examined the distrib- 
►ution of ferric thiocyanate between water and ether, 
measuring only the thiocyanate concentration in both 
phases. Considering that much thiocyanic acid is extract- 
-ed simultaneously, the data have little value. The extract- 
'ion of ferric thiocyanate by ether is quite remarkable.
When 250 ml of an aqueous solution (Pe®^ = 0,006 M.,
ONS“ = 0,4 M.) is shaken with 150 ml of ethyl ether, 
approximately ninety percent of the iron passes into the 
ether layer as Pe(0N8)g. On the other hand, the extraction 
of colour from a golden brow:n solution in which the thiocyan- 
ate concentration is very small, is exceedingly slight, as 
a result of the limited extent to which the neutral 
molecule is formed. Despite such striking effects, no 




It has been shown that when an aqueous solution of 
ferric thiocyanate is extracted with ether, the only 
complex extracted is the neutral molecule Pe(CN8 )g, and 
that the concentrations of the various ferric thiocyanate 
complexes in the aqueous phase may be related to the 
concentration of the ferric thiocyanate in the ether phase 
by means of equilibrium constants, (see page iz ). These 




where ’n^ is the partition coefficient of Fe(CNS)^ 
between water and ether, Pe^ i is the concentration of 
Fe(ONS)g in the ether phase, and is the concentrât-
•ion of thiocyanate ions in the aqueous phase.
Under conditions in which one complex is formed 
almost to the exclusion of the others, it is possible to 
determine ’x* by reducing the above equation to logarith­
mic form, 
log.k^ log TPe (ONS). L. X — « + (3-x)log.(CNS ) - log.n
PeE
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Replacing j^Pe(ONS)^ J^. by the total aqueous iron concen­
tration, denoted by Pe^, the equation becomes
log.(Peg f Pe^) = (3-x)log.(CNS") - log.k^ - log.n
and by plotting the variation in log. (Peg  ^Pe^) against 
log. (ONS"), a line is obtained, the slope of which, at Any 
point, will be given by 3-x. If the proportions of the 
various complexes formed vary with thiocyanate concentrat­
ion, the value of x will vary and consequently the slope 
will vary, as will, of course, the Intercept. The table 
below lists the slopes of a plot of log. (Peg t Pe^ y) against 
log.(ONS") corresponding to fictitious complete formation 
of the various complexes.
Complex X Slope
Pq 3 + 0 +3
PeCNS®"^ 1 +2
Pe(OHS)g 2 +1
P 0 (ONS)g 3 0
Pe(0 N 8 )^ 4 -1
Pe(ONS)|" 5 - 2
Pe(ONS)®~ 6 -3
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Pig.I shows the form of curve obtained by plotting 
preliminary experimental results for log. (Peg f Pe^) 
against log.(CNS"). The change from positive to negative 
gradients is quite marked. It is obvious that the iron 
in the aqueous phase, Pe^ , at points where the slope is 
equal in value to any of the integrals given above, is not 
wholly in the form of the corresponding complexes, but the 
value represents a mean of the various complexes in solution. 
Use is made of this in determining the concentration of free 
thiocyanate ions in the aqueous phase. This may not vary 
appreciablf^y from the total measured value of the thiocyan­
ate concentration in cases where the thiocyanate concentrat­
ion is large, but when the total concentration of thiocyan­
ate is small, the proportion of thiocyanate combined in 
complexes is considerable. The free thiocyanate concentrat­
ion in the aqueous phase may therefore be determined by 
plotting log.(Pe^ » Pe^) against the logarithm of the 
total aqueous thiocyanate concentration. Prom the slopes 
at the various experimental points of such a curve, it. is 
possible to ascertain approximately the extent to which 
thiocyanate is united to iron. The process may then be 
repeated using the first approximate values of the free 
thiocyanate ion concentration,and then, by succesive approx­
imations, values of the uncombined thiocyanate concentrât- 




Two series of experiments were performed In which 
aqueous solutions containing fixed amounts of Iron and 
acid, and varying amounts of thlocyanate were extracted 
with ethyl ether. It was, however, first shown that no 
ferric complexes are extracted from aqueous solutions 
containing ferric nitrate and nitric acid In the same 
concentrations as were to he used In the partition 
experiments. The same was shown to apply to ferric per­
chlorate In perchloric acid solution. This should he 
contrasted with ferric chloride which Is known to form 
stable complexes, e.g. PeCl^** (25) and PeCl^.HCl which 
Is formed In strongly acid solutions and Is extractahle 
by ether. (%)
It was then shown that, when aqueous solutions con­
taining thlocyanate salts and acid, hut no ferric salt, 
are shaken with ether, thlocyanate Is extracted In the 
form of thlocyanic acid. The thlocyanate and hydrogen 
Ion concentrations In the ether phase were equivalent, and 
no metallic cations were found. The amount of thlo cyanic 
acid extracted Increases both with the acidity and. with 
the thlocyanate concentration of the original aqueous 
phase as shown by the following data.




1 0 0  ml 
1 0 0  ml
Original Solution Ether Phase
HgSO^ KONS HONS
m/l m/l m/l
0 . 0 1 1 0.089 0.0080.028 0.089 0.0130.033 0.089 0.0160.044 0,089 0.018
0.829 0 . 2 0 2 0.0900.229 0.404 0.1470.229 0.606 0.1800.829 0.808 0.228
It may be concluded that when aqueous solutions of 
ferric salts (nitrate and perchlorate), containing acid 
to prevent hydrolysis, and to which thlocyanate has been 
added, are shaken with ether, the only compounds extract- 
•ed are Pe(0N8)g and HGNS. These are In the monomeric 
form and are not Ionised to any significant extent. (Part 2 ) 
Due to the extraction of HONS, and to variation In the 
amount extracted depending upon the thlocyanate concentrat­
ion, difficulty arises In maintaining the Ionic strength
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I of the aqueous phase constant after extraction*
Two series of partition experiments were performed*
In each series, 250 ml* of solutions containing fixed 
amounts of iron and varying amounts of thlocyanate were 
extracted with 150 ml. of ether. The acidity of the 
original aqueous phase was also constant at O.IBN. (see 
page I'i ) The series differed In the choice of salts 
employed. Also, In series A, the Ionic strength of the 
Initial aqueous phase was maintained at 1.78 by addition 
of neutral salt, whereas. In series B, the Ionic strength 
of the extracted aqueous phase was kept senslbl^y constant 
at 1.78 , additional salt being added to the original 
aqueous solution to compensate for the extraction of HGNSJ 
the amount of extra salt required was calculated from the 
amounts of thlocyanate extracted In series A. The compos-




Iron Salt Feimglg 0.0061 M Pe/OlO^ig 0.006 M
Acid HNO 3 0.182 M HO 10^ 0.188M
Neutral Salt KNO^ 0 . 0 0  - 1.56 M NaClO^ 0.18 1.56 M
Thlocyanate Salt KONS 0,04 - 1.60 M HH CHS 0.04 1.60 M
Ionic Strength 1.78 beforeextraction 1.78 afterextraction
Volume, aqueous phase 250 ml 850 ml
Volume, extracting ether 150 ml 150 ml
Temperature 18* .1 ^ 0 18-.1=0
The choice of extracting solvents was limited, ethyl 
ether and Iso-propyl ether being considered the most suit- 
-able. Iso-propyl ether Is advantageous In that Its capacity 
to dissolve water and ferric thlocyanate Is much less than 
that of ethyl ether, but this. In-consequence, renders the 
estimation of extracted Iron more difficult. Colorimetric 
estimation of ferric thlocyanate In Iso-propyl ether proved 
to be less satisfactory than tha estimation of ferric 
thlocyanate In ordinary^ther by tltrametrlc methods. Ethyl 
ether was therefore used as extracting solvent.
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The ether was freed from peroxides by shaking with 
acidulated ferrous sulphate, and then with water# It was 
then stored over clean copper wire, and portions distilled 
as required. In this way, reliable and reproducible values 
of ethereal Iron concentration could be obtained by 
reduction titration. The Iron could thus be measured 
with accuracy In both ether and. aqueous phases by titration 
with 0.02N tltanous sulphate solution. The thlocyanate 
concentration^ In both phases was determined by silver 
titration.
The partitions for each thlocyanate concentration 
were carried out Individually In order to minimise time 
of procedure and thus any decomposition that might occur 
prior to analysis of the partition phases. The procedure 
was simple. The partition mixtures, with the exception 
of the Iron, were pipetted Into a dark bottle, which was 
stoppered, shaken, and placed In a thermostat at 18-0.1°G 
for one hour. After that time,' the fixed volume of Iron 
solution, which contained all the acid and was, also, 
preheated to 18°, was Introduced Into the bottle which 
was then shaken and returned to the thermostat, shaking 
being repeated over a period of ten minutes. Experiment 
had shown that equilibrium was quickly established, and 
that distribution was complete In this time. The two
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ÿîiases were then separated as carefully as possible, and 
suitable portions of each titrated directly with titanous 
sulphate. The thiocyanate estimation could be carried 
out directly, or after dilution of appropriate volumes.
The experimental results are given in Tables I and II, 
the concentrations of iron and thiocyanate in the original 
and final phases being given. The free thiocyanate 
ion concentration in the final aqueous phase has been 
obtained in the manner already described. Any thiocyanate 
in the ether layer in excess of three times the iron 
concentration has been assumed to be thiocyanic acid.
The relative volumes of ether and water are signify 
-leantly changed by the solubility of the tw^o liquids in 
one another. This does not affect the figures for the 
concentrations which were measured directly, but it was 
desirable to know the volume change so that the total 
amounts extracted could be calculated and compared with 
the original amounts taken, as a check on the analysis.
The solubility of ether in water was determined by shaking 
known volumes of ether with water in a flask with a long 
graduated neck, and noting the volume changes in the layers. 
In this manner, it has been shown that, at 18*0, 200ml of 
^water dissolve 19.6 ml of ether to yield 217.25 ml of
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pf solution, andithis agrees with the value calculated
from the International Critical Tables, at 19.4 ml of
ether per 200 ml of water. This value would Indicate
a probable change of the partition volumes on shaking
from 150 ml ether and 250 ml water to 125.5 ml ether and 
271.5 ml water. Assuming this to be correct, and also
assuming that solutes play no part in altering the respect­
ive volumes. It Is possible to estimate the total amounts 
of Iron and thiocyanate distributed between the two phases 
and, thereby, obtain an estimate of the possible error 
Involved In titration. These are tabulated below for 
series B, the * possible error* being the percentage of 
each Ion originally taken which la unaccounted for, or 
in excess of the original amount. In the final analysis.
Index * Pos 8Ible Error *
v p e j
Thiocyanate
L ' C W l l U  }
Iron
1 1.0 0.852 1.6 1.683 -0 * 8 0.383a 1.0 -0.374 1.5 -0.755 2.0 -0.126 2.0 1.307 1.8 0.018 2.0 0.71
mean 1.4 0.66
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The error involved in estimating the iron is 
apparently small when determined by this method, 
Greater dlsorepencles appear to exist In the determln- 
•atlon of thiocyanate, and that Is to be expected since 
difficulty was experienced In estimating thiocyanate 
In ether by silver titration. The accuracy of that 
determination has, however, no direct bearing on the 
application of the partition law*
66DISCUSSION
Examination of the data given In Tables I and II
%
shows that the amount of iron extracted by ether from an
aqueous solution containing Iron and thiocyanate Ions
Increases as the thiocyanate concentration Increases,
Indicating that the proportion of the neutral molecule,
Pe(ONS)g, Increases as the thiocyanate concentration 
Increases* But, when the thiocyanate concentration Is
Increased beyond a certain limit, the amount of Iron extract­
ed becomes less and less, showing that the amount of 
Fe(0N8)g molecules In the aqueous phase Is likewise dimin­
ishing, due to the formation of still higher complexes 
at the expense of the lower ones* The critical thiocyanate 
concentration corresponding to optimum formation of the 
neutral molecule Is not, however, the same In both
experimental series, and this Is clearly revealed In the 
curves - Pig.II - In which log.(Pe^  ^Pe^) Is plotted 
against the logarithm of the free thiocyanate Ion concentrât- 
•Ion In the aqueous phase. The maxima of these curves lie 
at quite distinct positions* The curves themselves are 
smooth and exhibit symmetry which Is quite remarkable. In 
both, the gradients change gradually from a positive value 
of about 4-3, through zero, to a negative value tending 
vtowards -3, and this Is In harmony with the previous
>û
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theoretical discussion. It may be concluded that all the 
postulated complexes are formed, that the proportions of 
the various complexes vary with thiocyanate concentration, 
and that there Is a change from lower to higher complexes 
as the thiocyanate concentration changes from low to high 
values. Despite the symmetry of the curves, the transition 
from simple to more elaborate complexes may not be inter­
prétât ed as being a uniform function of the thiocyanate Ion 
concentration. As the complexity of the complexes Increases, 
so they become relatively more difficult to foimi, and ever 
greater amounts of thiocyanate must be added In order to 
pass from one complex to the next*
Two explanations may be given to account for the
displacement of the partition curves. KNOg was used as
neutral salt In series A. Therefore It may be thought that
complex formation between ferric and nitrate Ions occured to
such an extent that It would be wrong to take the total
aqueous Iron concentration as a measure of the total concen-
►tration of Iron thiocyanate complexes and free ferric Ions,
pe . The partition ratios would therefore be too small at w
high KNOg concentrations, but, as the KNO^ was replaced by 
KCNS, the error would beôome less, and the partition ratios 
would gradually approach the values obtained In series B.
The overall result would be that the series A curve would be 
displaced downwards from the series B curve, the difference
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Ipetween the curves being greatest at low thiocyanate 
concentrations, and least at high thiocyanate concentrations. 
Further, the series A curve would have a false maximum, 
displaced towards higher thiocyanate concentrations. This 
explanation seems unlikely In view of any evidence for such 
complex formation not having been obtained.
Alternatively, It may be thought that. If log. (Fe^ f Fe^) 
were plotted against the logarithm of the thiocyanate
activity - ^CNS“ ” Instead of the concentration - ®0ÎTS~ ~ 
a better agreement might be found. la the thiocyanate
activity which would be found by multiplying the thiocyanate 
concentration ^ ^  ^7 a suitable activity coefficient *f*. 
The maintenance of Ionic strength at a constant value Is a 
well known device for keeping the activity coefficient,f, 
constant, but. In this case. It can only have been partly 
effective since the process Involved the substltlon of one 
salt for another. Thus, In series A, KOÎFS was gradually 
substituted for , and It Is known that the activity
coefficient of 1.6M KCNS is about 0.55 whereas that of 1.6M 
KNOg Is about 0.37. The activity coefficients of Ions 
dissolved In these two salt solutions are not likely to be 
the same In each solution.
The two partition curves diverge to the greatest extent
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when the neutral salt concentration is greatest, and the
thiocyanate concentration is small. Should the two curves
agree better by plotting log.(Fe„  ^Pe^) against log.ax!i Vv CNS
Instead of log.c^^^^ , this would result from the activity 
coefficient of small amounts of thiocyanate Ions In KNO^ 
solution being less than that In NaOlO^ solution. This 
would. In fact, be the case were It assumed that these 
activity coefficients are similar In magnitude to those of 
the salt solutions themselves. In Pig.Ill, the activity 
coefficients of KNOg and NaOlO^ are plotted against a range 
of concentrations on a logarithmic scale, and. It will be 
seen, that, at the maximum salt concentrations used In these 
experiments (1 .6 M), the activity coefficient of KNO^ Is less 
than that of NaGlO^. On the other hand, the activity 
coefficient of 1.6M KONS, the maximum concentration used.
Is approximately the same as that of 1.6M HH^CNS. The curve 
for NH^ONS follows closely that of NaClO^. At this 
concentration, therefore. It would be expected that the 
partition curves might concur, which. In fact, they do.
The calculation of activity coefficients In mixtures
of electrolytes Is at present very uncertain, but approx­
imate values may be obtained from a study of the distribution 
of HONS In the same salt mixtures.
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H"^  + CNS" == HONS 
water ether
For this, the relationship holds
°»'" 'em- . [“I ™ " ' ]  y * " ' ----------     ^ C N S  - ^HGNS®HCNS [h CNS]^ fQ
If, therefore, we can find factors which will make KgOITS 
constant, in both experiments, we will have some measure, 
at least, of activity factors which may apply, approximately, 
to the ferric thiocyanate equilibria under consideration.
Suitable factors which make the partition curves 
coincide have been obtained in the following manner.
Values of calculated from the partition data.
The methods of obtaining and have been
described. is taken as the original aqueous hydrogen
ion concentration, less that extracted as HGNS, correction 
being made for changes in volume of the ether and aqueous 
phases. These values of are given in Table III. In
experiments,index 1-3, the neutral salt concentration is 
approximately 1.6M and the activity coefficients of these 
salts are A 1.6M KNOg f±= .37 '
B 1.6M NaGlO^ f±= . 6 6
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It was then assumed that, in these experiments, the 
activity of the relatively small amounts of thiocyanate ion 
in the aqueous phase would be given by [CNS*[] x f where 
f h a s  the values given above. Values of gjjgug in which 
these thiocyanate activities are substituted for the 
corresponding concentrations in are given below.
Index
values of
Series A Series B
1 74.5 72.7
2 89.7 70.53 78.4 74.53a — 71.0
The similarity between those values underscored, 
compared with the original *uncorrected values*, (Table III) 
led to a mean value of 72.7 being taken as the * true * 
value of Kjjqjjq. It remained then to divide the * true * 
value of by the calculated values in order to obtain
the corresponding values of the corresponding factors f^^^_ 
by which the thiocyanate concentrations should be multiplied 
in each case to obtain the * true * value of The
values of K used in these calculations were taken from a 
plot of the calculated values against the logarithm of the
Table III
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Values of K ONSHONS [HCN^ g
Index Series â Series B
xlo^ xio^
1 2 0 2 132.42 243 127.83 2 1 2 135.03a - 129.54 246 134.25 248 158.1
6 267 181.17 279 198.0
8  . 256 229.5 ■
Table IV
Values ^CNS" - 72.7^ Î. gX— HONS
Series A Series B
Index ^HCNS O^DTS- HONS ^CNS”
x1q 3 xlO^
1 802 0.360 121.5 0.60
2 208 .350 122.5 .593 215 .338 128.0 .573a - - 132.0 .554 244 .298 142.0 .515 258 .282 158.0 .46
6 267 .272 172.0 .427 279 .260 2 1 0 . 0 .345
8 256 .283 229.5 .316
X Values obtained.by interpolation as described
o X 1 0 -3
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thiocyanate ion concentration* These more reliable values, 
along with the activity factors, , calculated from
them, are given in Table IV.
Remarkable agreement is obtained by applying these 
activity factors to the partition curves. Fig.IV shows a 
plot of log. (F0g Fe^ )^ vs log. jCNS“’| , It will be
seen that the curves for series A and B noe exhibit maxima 
at the same values of thiocyanate ’activity* where, formerly, 
the maxima occured at quite dlff^erent thiocyanate concentrat­
ions. On the other hand, the values of log.(Fog  ^Fe^) is 
still greater than the corresponding values in curve A , in 
curve B. Since Fe^ represents the sum of very small 
concentrations of ferric ions and ferric complexes, 
contiguous with the same salt solutions, as have been discussed 
it seemed likely that the same activity factors might apply 
to these ions as did apply to the thiocyanate ions. Fig.V 
shows plots of log. (FCjg f F e ^ ^ x f ) vs log. |CN8 ""] xf^^^_ 
for both partition series. It will be noticed that almost 
complete coincidence of the curves has resulted. The 
appropriate data are given in Table V. It is concluded that 
differences observed between the partition data obtained by 
using solutions in which the ionic strength is maintained 
constant by NaClO^ and KNOg can be accounted for by variation 
in activity coefficients brought about by these salts 




Index [ONS-^ lm/ 1 " myi B”‘e^^Fe^ Fejg-s-Fe^ /j^ .f^ g^
1
xlO^
2 0 . 6
—  xlO^ 
Series A 
7.4 0.444 1.23
2 51.5 18.0 1.495 4.273 102.4 34.6 3.340 9.854 291.6 87.0 8.050 27.005 464.5 131,0 1 0  #80 38.20
6 639.0 167.0 1 1 . 0 0 40.507 1 0 0 2 . 8 261.0 9.50 36.60
8 1365.0 386.0 8 . 2 0 29.05
1 17.95
Series B 
1 0 . 8 1 . 1 2 1 1.87
2 39.67 23.4 4.370 7.413 91.13 52.0 1 1 . 2 1 0 19.703a 148.7 81.9 18.70 34.004 277.6 142.5 22.95 44.705 451.3 208.0 21,30 46.25
6 631.5 268.0 16.95 40.007 990.9 342,0 1 1 . 2 2 32.50a 1337.0 422.0 8 . 0 0 25.20
1— ï
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PART 4
THE STABILITY GONSTANTS OP THE FERRIC THIOCYANATE
COMPLEXES
The main object of this work has been to establish 
values of the stability constants, K^, of each of the 
ferric thiocyanate complexes.
It will be recalled that the partition ratio may be 
related to the free thiocyanate concentration in the 
aqueous phase by the equation
Fe^Peg = ax^® + bx “^  + cx"*+ d + ex + fx^ + gx® . • (1 )




and where *x’ in equation (1 ) is the free thiocyanate ioa 
concentration in the aqueous phase.
By making a sufficient number of accurate measure­
ments of the partition ratio at different thiocyanate 
concentrations, it is possible, in theory, to determine 
all the values of *nk^* and ’n ’, and, hence, values of the
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stability constants, K^, which are connected to them by 
the relationship
“ ^x  ^^x-1 
The number of parameters in equation (1) is too
large for practical purposes, but may be reduced as 
followes. First, it will be seen from equation (S) that 
kg = 1. Secondly, Frank and Ostwalt ( 9 ) have shown that 
the value of can be found from meamrements of the 
optical density of solutions of low thiocyanate concen­
tration. Thirdly, an empirical relationship has been 
found, as will be described, relating ko to kg , 
k^ to k 0  , and kg to k^. Thus the total number of 
unknowns to be found from the experiment may be reduced 
to a manageable number of three.
Equation (1) has been derived without any reference 
to activity coefficients. A rigorous treatment, however, 
shows that the activity coefficient factors all cancel 
out,and that precisely the same equation results, provided 
that these activity coefficients remain constant at 
constant ionic strength.
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The relationship between and kg. . k^ and kg . kp and k^
In Fig.II, Part 3, log Fegy'Feiy^  is plotted against 
log X, and it has been noted that the curve derived from 
the series B experimental data shows remarkable symmetry. 
Assuming this curve to be symmetrical about a line 
log.x = log.P it follows that the values of' log Feg^Fe^ 
should be equal at all pairs of thiocyanate concentrations 
x^ and Xg where = p x x and consequently
Applying this to equation (1)
aCP/x)"® + b(P/x)~^ + c(p/xf 4- d + e(P/x) + f(P/x)^ + g(p/x)® 
a(Px)~® + b(Px)”® 4- c(Px)“ 4^- d + e(Px) 4- f(Px)^ + g(Px)®
From which
(aP“® - gP®)(x® - x “®) 4 - (bp-^ - fP^)(x® - x“®)
4- (cP'’^  - eP )(x - x~^) = 0
This equation is valid only if
aP“® = gP® , bP~® = fP® , and cP“ 
Substituting the values of a, b, c, etc.,
eP
k0 k6.P' ki = kg.P* k< k^.P^
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On applying this simplification to equation (1) and 
rememhering that -i- ICq , we may write it in the
form
Pe^yn.POg = u*kQ,P® + v.kg.P + kg . . . .  (3) 
where
+ Kn.P“^X“» + Kn.PX^)
(Px +and
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Simplification of the Partition Equation by the Theory
Postulated by B.jerrum
Bjerrura (i?) suggested that in the case of symmetrical 
weak acids, the dissociation constants are connected by the 
following relationship.
* Kg = Kg  ^Kg = ........  = Q* = 1 t q (4)
This relationship follows if we assume that the free energy 
of the different complexes differ from one another only in 
the electrostatic work required to remove the thiocyanate 
ion to infinity, a quantity which will increase in regular 
increments from one complex to another. The theory is most 
likely to be correct (or applicable) in cases where the 
character of the bond is largely electrostatic, which is 
probably the case with these complex thiocyanates. Thus, 
applying this theory
Kg = QKi , Kg = Q®Kj^ , K^ =
But, = k^K]^ , kg = k^Kg = k^K^QK^
... K6
etc*
Combining this with equation (1)
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Fe^/deE.n.lüQ) = x““ + + K|.Q.x~^ + K|.Q“ + K|.Q“.x +
+ K®.Q^Sx® + K“ .Q^?x“ . . ( 5 )
This equation contains only two unknowns, nkg , and *q^, 
the value of being known. The equation may be solved 
employing the results of two partition experiments, 
nkg is first eliminated, and the resulting equation in the 
fifteenth power of ’Q ’ may be solved graphically, but not 
without difficulty.
If the symmetry of the partition curve is assumed 
once again, I — 3 — V"® *
<1or = P~®.K ®
where ’P ’ has the value already described. and
both being known, a value of ’Q ’ is readily computed. 
nkQ is found by substituting ’Q* in equation (5) and 
from that, in tur^ /n, are found all the values of nk^ 
and the stability constants
Algebraic Solution of the Partition Equation
Equation (1) may be regarded as a simple equation of 
the first degree containing seven unknowns, evaluation of 
which should be possible by simple simultaneous solution 
of seven equations. Alternatively, it may be regarded as
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a homogeneous equation of the seventh order of the
coefficients of which are not known but which may be 
obtained by a method of interpolation, fbr example, 
Gregory * 8  method. (33)
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EVALUATION Off THE CONSTATS AND K_
Values of the constants kX and were
computed by three methods.
I Algebraic Method - solution of equation (1)
II Symmetry Method - solution of equation (3)
III Bjerrum Method - solution of equation (5)
Method I No satisfactory values of k^ could be 
obtained by algebraic solution of the
partition equation (1 ) either by simultaneous solution, 
or by the application of Gregory’s interpolation 
formula* Negative values always appeared. This is not 
unexpected in view of the wide range of thiocyanate 
concentrations employed, i.e. the ’x* terms, the 
magnification of experimental errors by such terms as 
x^ (a = -3 to +3) and the cumulative effect of such 
errors in the various mathematical processes which such 
methods of solution demand.
8 6
Method II
Pe^y/n.Peg = uk^P® -f vk^P 4- kg . . . . (3)
where u = fn(P,K]_,x) ,
V = fn(F,x) ,
andi ’P ’ is given by log.x = log.P , the axis of symmetry
of the partition curve log.Peg/pe^;^ vs log.x
Values of’P ’ for both series were obtained from the partit-j>cu!irs ofion curves, a mean of ten or so^readings being taken.
K^, the stability constant of th e complex B’eCNS^'^was 
found experimentally (see Part 5).
Series A P = 0.595 = 91.0 (/c- 1.8 KNOg)
Series B P = 0.297 =122.5 (/c= 1.8 NaOlO^ )
Solution of equation (3) led to positive values of 
all constants nk^ and for both series. These are 
tabulated in Table I under the heading All and BII for 
series A and B respectively.
It will be recalled that values of ’x ’, the free 
thiocyanate ion concentration in the aqueous phase were 
obtained by a method of approximations. Alternative 
values may be obtained by calculation using the above 
determined constants, and employing them in turn to 
..qalculate ’revised constants’. It is doubtful whether 
the accuracy of the original constants permit of such a
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calculation. In series A, the revised constants differed to 
a negligible extent from the original values. Those in series 
B differed slightly and are therefore given for comparison 
(column Blla, Table I)
Method III Equation (5) has been completely solved using
both the ’revised’ and original values of ’x ’. 
(columns Bill a,b) Values of nk^ and have also been 
obtained by the simplified solution of equation (5) in^the 
symmetry of the partition curve is assumed. These values 
are given in column BIIIc.
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In view of the discussion in Part 3, it was not
anticipated that the values of nk^ obtained from
series A and B would be the same. These values are, however, 
remarkably similar, and show the same trends. The partition 
curves Indicated, it will be recalled, that greater 
concentrations of thiocyanate are required for the formation 
of higher complexes in solutions containing KNO3  than in 
solutions containing equivalent amounts of NaClO^. The 
data in columns (1) and (2 ) bear this out. The values of 
nk^ for series A are greater than those for series B for
values of x = 0 - 2, and smaller when x = 4 - 6 . In the
case of series B it is not possible to say that any advantage 
is gained by employing revised valuers of thiocyanate ion 
concentration, the accuracy of the revised constants, 
column (3), depending upon the accuracy of the original 
values, column (2 ). (Compare also columns (4) and (5)).
More interesting are the values of nk_ obtained by 
Method III - Bjerrum* 8  method - in which a regular relation­
ship between stability constants is assumed. Note, for example 
the close similarity between the values of nk^ in columns 
(2) and.(4) or (5). Whereas in column (2 ) a wholly 
justifiable relationship between constants k^ existed, -
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- ICq = f (kg) , k^ = f(kg) , etc. - the whole range of 
constants in columns (4) and (5) are computed from the 
one constant kg. Only in the terms nkg does any 
discrepency occur.
Consider next the values of K^, the stability 
constants of the complexes. Method III assumes the 
relationship 4  K =, Q to be valid for allX —±
values of *x*. Consequently the values of computed by 
this method exhibit such a property. The values of 
calculated by method II seem to indicate that such a 
relationship does not hold for the following reason.
Kx = -i [pe(GNS)^“ij[cNS"]
Therefore
+ + +
[Pe(CNS) [f®(GNS) f [pe(CHS) ^
Ki-l
= Qx-1
That is, Qx-1 ~ x~l the constant corresponding to the 
equilibrium
2 Pe(CNS)xIi —  Pe<4CNS)^"^ + Pe(CNS)®3g • -(6)
Method III assumes, therefore, that values of are the 
same for all values of x, ie. for all complexes. Values of 





Complex All BII BII a Bllla
FeCNS^^ 1 .1 6 0 *3 7 0 .4 6 0 .2 3 6
Fe(ONS)g < 4 X 10"^ 9 X 1 0 -4 <3 X 1 0 -3 0 .2 3 6
Fe(CNS)g » 2 7 X 10^ > 4  X 10^ 0 .2 3 6
Pe(ONS)“ < 4  X 1 0 ”'^ 9 X 10 <3 X 10~3 0 .2 3 6
Fe(GNS)r 1 .1 6 0 .3 7 0 .4 6 0 .2 3 6
It would seem, from this data, that it is not 
entirely correct to assume a regular relationship 
between values of In fact, the most stable ferric 
thiocyanate complexes appear to be Pe(CNS ) 2  
Pe(0N8)^. It isjinteresting, in this respect, that 
consideration has been given to the stability of other 
tetra-thiocyanate complexes, e.g. Ou(GNS)^ , Ag(CNS)|'. ( lO ) 
On the other hand, the neutral complex, Pe(CNS)g, 
is apparently unstable. The ferric thiocyanate reaction 
is not one of addition but, rather, one of substitution, 
or replacement of co-ordinated water molecules by 
thiocyanate groups. For example
Fe(HgO)*^+ CNS" PeCNS(HaO)|'"+ HgO
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The molecules of water are dipoles, and these orient 
about the ferric ion, their orientation depending upon 
the central charge It seems likely that, when the charge 
is zero, the water molecules will be much less strongly 
held so that the neutral molecule will be much less stable 
than the other complexes and the following reaction may 
readily occur.
Pe(0NS)g(Hg0)4   Pe(CNS)g(HgO)g ---   Pe(ONS)^(HgO)'
Likewise, the more symmetrical complexes Pe(GHS)g(HgO)^ 
and Pe(ONS)^(HpO)g may well exhibit greater stability 
than the asymmetrical complexes Fe(CNS) ( H g O a n d  
Fe(ONS)g(HgO )®“. This at least might be suggested by the 
data in Table II.
It would appear, therefore, that Method III is not 
truly applicable, though the error involved may appear 
greater than it actually is.
Fig.I and II show curves log.Fe^yFe^ vs log.(CNS”). 
Fig.I shows the experimental curve for series A and given 
with it are plots calculated from the values of nk^ (All) 
in conjunction with equation (1). Similarly, Fig.II 
represents experimental and computed data for series B 
(BII and BIII^^). The agreement between calculated and 
experimental curves is excellent in both cases where calcul-f.ation was done with the Method II constants. However, the






curve computed from the Bjerrum data (Billa) is lower than 
the experimental curve, indicating that less of the neutral 
molecule is extracted. This follows naturally from the 
above discussion. By assuming that Bjerrum^s theory is 
applicable, the neutral complex is assumed to have greater 
stability than, in fact, it has. Hence the calculated 
partition ratio [Pe(GH8)g]^ ♦ [Pe(0N8) = nk^ is
greater, and,consequently, the calculated values of 
log.Pe^JFe^ are less than the experimental values. It has 
been noted earlier that the values of nk^ = n calculated 
by Mebhods II and III are not compatible.
The calculated values of nk^ have been used to 
construct nomograms from which may be read off the proport­
ions of the different ferric thiocyanate complexes in 
solutions containing a wide range of thiocyanate concentrât' 
ions. These nomograms are shown in Pig.Ill and IV. The 
former is calculated from the series A constants, and 
applies, therefore, to ferric thiocyanate solutions in
which the ionic strength is maintained at 1.8 with KNO .3
The nomogram in Pig.IV is calculated from the series B 
data (symmetry method II) and, consequently applies to 
solutions of ionic strength 1.8 and containing NaOlO^. 
These nomograms apply strictly in cases where the iron 
concentration is small compared with the thiocyanate
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concentrations, though it is possible, with their aid, to
to estimate the complex concentrations in any solution 
containing quite a range of iron and thiocyanate 
concentrations by a method of approximations. So, also, 
it should be possible with their aid to prepare solutions 




100APPLICATION of SPEOTROOHEMICAL ANALYSIS to the
STUDY of the FERRIC THIOCYANATE COMPLEXES.
No study of ferric thiocyanate would he complete 
without an attempt "being made to measure, on a 
quantitative "basis, the extent to v/hich the markedly 
coloured solutions of ferric thiocyanate complexes ahsorh 
light in the visihle region of the spectrum. It is 
realised, however, that such an attempt must "be 
associated with considera"ble difficulty, since all "but the 
simplest of these solutions contain a number of coloured 
species, the capacity of which to a"bsor"b light will he 
expected to vary from one complex to another. However, 
with a knowledge of the various equilihrium constants 
interrelating the individual complexes, the concentrations 
of the different ionic species in any particular solution 
may he calculated. In turn, it should he possible, by 
mathematical analyses, to separate, from the absorption 
spectra of such solutions, the individual absorption 
spectra characteristic of the constituent ions.
Moreover, since the colour of solutions in which the 
thiocyanate concentration is small is due entirely to the 
simplest complex Fe(ONS) , any measure of the light 
absorption of such solutions is itself a measure of the
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extent to which thiocyanate ion is united with ferric 
ion, and such a measure may be used to advantage in 
obtaining a value of the stability constant of the 
simplest complex Fe(ONS)^’^. And in turn, such a 
method may be utilised in determining the effect which 
added ions may have in diminishing the colour of ferric 
thiocyanate solutions, either by the formation of 
complexes, or by their capacity to alter ionic strength.
The following pages are devoted to an account of:-
(a) the construction, and calibration of a photoelectric 
spectrophotometer, employed in this work, and the 
theory of spectrochemical analysis.
(b) the determination of the stability constant of the 
simplest complex Fe(ONS)^*** (absorption spectra of 
ferric thiocyanate solutions containing a small 
concentration of thiocyanate and varying 
concentrations of iron).
(c) the absorption spectra of ferric solutions containing 
fixed amounts of ferric ion, and varying amoimts of 
thiocyanate ion.
(d) the absorption spectra of ferric thiocyanate 
solutions in various organic solvents.
(e) the absorption measurements on ferric thiocyanate 




TEBORY OF 8PB0TR00HBMI0AL ANAbYSIS
The colour of a solution arises from the capacity 
of the solute to absorb light of specific wavelengths; 
the intensity of colour is a measure of the extent to 
which the solution is capable of absorbing light of these 
specific wavelengths. When a beam of monochromatic 
light enters an absorbing medium, the intensity of light 
decreases exponentially as it passes through the medium, 
the intensity of the emergent beam being given by
I = lo<z
where I and lo are the intensities of the transmitted 
and incident monochromatic light, measured on some 
appropriate scale. A convenient measure of the light 
absorbed may be given by the function extinction where 
"extinction" = Io s^q Io/I - = ecd (Beer's Law)
Obviously, extinction must be a function of 
concentration c, the thickness of the absorption medium, 
d, as well as the nature of the absorbing substance.
(Since d was maintained at unity, in all experiments 
reported, it may be disregarded). The relative
% is used in preference to the usual symbol "K" as
this latter symbol is reserved for use in another respect.
capacities of various substances to absorb particular 
wavelengths may then be given by
e = D\/ c
where e is the molecular extinction coefficient for
the particular species, and is simply a measure of the 
extinction of a solution containing one gram mole per 
litre of coloured substance. A measure of the relative 
colours of solutions of different coloured solutes is 
obtained by comparison of their absorption curves, 
constructed by plotting extinction against wavelength 
for solutions of similar concentration, or by plotting 
molecular extinction (extinction ^ concentration) against 
corresponding wavelengths.
The colour of solutions containing two coloured 
species will now be considered. Provided the solutes 
obey Beer's Law (that is, their capacity to absorb light 
in a particular solvent is dependent only on concentration), 
and provided the concentration of such solutions be known, 
it should be possible to determine the specific 
extinction coefficients of each solute for any 
wavelengths, by measurements of the overall extinction 
of only two such solutions in which the concentration 
of at least one solute is varied. On the other hand, 
should the molecular extinction coefficients of both 
solutes be known for a number of wavelengths, it should
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be possible to determine the concentrations of the 
solutes in any solution containing both, by measurement 
of the extinction of such a solution at, at least, two 
wavelengths for which the molecular extinctions are 
known. Solutions of ferric thiocyanate may be 
conside5?ed as containing a number of coloured species, 
each complex having a unique ionic extinction curve, 
the whole observed curve being the synthesis of a 
number of these individual extinction curves. The 
problem of separating such,spectra, however, is 
complicated unless the true ionic extinction 
coefficients, and the relative amounts of the different 
species (governed by equilibrium constants) are known. 
Until such time as they are known, use may be made in 
constructing absorption curves, of the apparent 
molecular extinction coefficient. mav be— - n — TT - iT iff iT -r i '— ■— i-g - r f tn n m iir iT T n t ii it rn if i B rrn  im, igT i 7  7  v
defined as log lo/l 4- x vdiere x is the concentration 
of iron when thiocyanate is in excess, and where x is
the concentration of thibcyanate when the iron is in
^excess. It is assumed, thereby, that, when 
thiocyanate is in excess, all the iron is in the form 
of coloured complexes Fe(GNS)^“ ,^ (z = 1-6) and that oC. 
is, as it were, a mean molecular extinction coefficient 
of all the coloured species formed. On the other hand, 
when iron is in excess, all the thiocyanate is assumed
î05
to be in the form of lower complexes, for which oC 
in turn, is a molecular mean extinction coefficient.
By plotting oC against wavelength, an apparent molecular 
absorption spectrum is obtained for the multiple 
solution in question.
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PHOÏOSLEGT.RIC 8PE0TR0PH0T0MBŒR.
INTRODUCTION
A photoelectric spectrophotometer was constructed 
which was of simple design, yet which was capable of 
detecting low levels of light intensity over the entire 
visible range, and of employing small slit widths.
Essentially, the instrument consisted of two parts,
(a) an optical system, and (b) a photoelectric 
multiplier cell with "accompanying potentiometer and 
power pack (see fig,,'X).
A source of white light is focussed on the entrance 
slit of the monochromoitor which was adapted from a Hilger 
constant deviation spectrometer by substituting a variable 
slit for the eyepiece. By turning the wavelength drum, 
the diffracting prism is slowly rotated in such a way 
that the spectrum formed moves across the exit slit into 
v/hich it is focussed by a lens. The second slit, 
therefore, transmits a narrow^ band of approximately 
monochromatic light, the centre wavelength of which is given 
by the reading on the wavelength drum. The cells 




a smooth sliding carriage, so that either cell may he 
placed, in the path of the monochromatic ray falling 
on to the sensitive surface of the multiplier cell.
After amplification, the photoelectric current is 
detected hy a sensitive mirror galvanometer and 
measured hy readings of the spot on a centimetre scale. 
The ratio of successive readings for solution and 
solvent gives a measure of the transmission (]/I ) of 
the solution.
It is advantageous to have the optical cells 
situated at the exit slit of the monochromcCbor, since 
the low intensity of light passed hy the monochromator 
is insufficient to cause appreciable photo-chemical 
decomposition of the solutes. In contrast to this, 
the photo-chemical decomposition of ferric thiocyanate 
was marked when solutions of ferric thiocyanate were 
placed before the entrance slit of the monochromator, 
despite the use of suitable filters, and of heat 
absorbing glase.
Light Source. The source of white light was a 500 watt««Itl *( «« M'U HMIIU wéMCUI MM ■ 1.1* I#
Osram projection lamp, run from a 230 volt constant 
voltage transformer. A plate of Orookes heat absorbing 
glass (N 1 1 9 ) was positioned between the lamp and the
'i- ■ . ' "r
monochromator to prevent the passage of heat to the 
solutions and optical system while suitable filters 
(Ilford H 5 5 8  Bet and others) were placed behind the 
heat absorbing glass to diminish the effect of stray 
light from the prism.
Monochromator. Both entrance and exit slits of the
> monochromator were calibrated to be set at any desired 
width, and optimum settlings were determined for 
various band widths isolated. Incorporated in the 
entrance slit was a variable wedge for regulating the 
intensities of the beam of light entering or leaving 
the monochromotor. This could otherwise be done with 
the aid of neutral density filters placed before the 
entrance slit.
Optical Cells and Cell Carriage. The optical cells 
were fused U-bends (Tintometer - GIF 2If., SCL 4), and 
were one centimetre in width. These were held in a 
sliding carriage to which they were firmly attached 
by means of a springy brass clip. The carriage could 
easily be moved to one or other of two fixed positions 
bringing each of the cells, in turn, directly into the 
path of the monochromatic beam. Mechanical perfection 
of the cell mounting was ensured, and thus, also, 
reproducibility and equivalence of the cell positions.
»
Photoelectrio Oeil. The photoelectric cell was a 
9-"Stage ”Gintel” multiplier cell (¥A 20, Serial No*
A 3 6 3 ) in which the primary current is amplified hy 
secondary emission. The overall voltage was supplied 
hy a maints rectifying unit giving an output voltage 
of 1000 volts. Fig. I illustrates 'both this power unit 
and the potentiometer providing the potentials for the 
individual stages in the cell. The characteristics of 
the photocell are given as
3 0 - 8 0  p,a/L' Cathode Sensitivity 
1 0 0 0  - 5 0 0 0  total multiplication when 1000 volts
overall.
The spectral sensitivity curve provided by the makers is 
sketched, fig. II. The photocell was contained in a dark 
metal box and mounted on a bakelite base which afforded 
complete insulation to the electrical leads passing through 
The potentiometer was mounted in a bakelite container 
where it had access to circulating air.
palvanometer. A sensitive mirror galvanometer (Cambridge 
D* arsonal approximately ohms resistance) detected the 
small photocurrent, used in con*junction with a scale 
graduated in centimetres.
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The monochromator, cell carriage and photocell 
were all joined in one lightproof unit firmly fixed to 
an optical bench. The positions of the other components 
of the optical system could be adjusted to give finer 
focussing on the entrance slit,
A similar spectrophotometer was constructed at an 
earlier date in which the spectral region was isolated 
by means of a Bellingham & Stanely monochromlator. This 
instrument v/as found to be useful in work of a preliminary 
nature but was less satisfactory than the instrument just 
described in several respects, being less refined and, in 
particular, since it had an arbitrary wavelength scale.
In consequence it was set aside in preference to the 
present instrument which was used in obtaining all the 
data to be given.
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Wavelength - Sensitivity Curve. The sensitivity curve#w*M * .wp,,Iw #1 ta*:wM<ii* dmw#i i ii,l«mwi»wi«i«r nnwNivi4>MniM w c in» i i i V
provided ‘by the makers of the cell shows a maximumosensitivity in the region of 4 6 OOA. This is 
approximately the region of maximum absorption by the 
ferric thiocyanate complexes, and, therefore, the cell 
is admirably suited for use in the study of their 
absorption spectra. Fig. Ill shows experimental curves 
for the relative sensitivity of the Ointel photoelectric 
cell, and an EEL selenium-iron barrier layer photocell.
The Ointel cell is approximately ten times as sensitive 
as the barrier cell.
The curves in Figs. II and III are not entirely 
comparable. The curve in Fig. II denotes the sensitivity 
of the photocell in absolute energy units, whereas Fig, III 
depicts the variation of deflection with wavelength when 
monochromatic light from the light source falls on the 
photocell; this, therefore, gives a very useful combined 
measure of the photocell sensitivity and the wavelength 
energy distribution of the light source.
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Linearity of Response, ïliis may Lest Le demonstrated Ly 
measuring the extinction (log lo/l) at various wavelengths 
using caliLrated screens, that is, Ly estimation of the 
extinction at various wavelengths of screens taken singly 
and in pairs, and suLsequent comparison of the numerical 
values oLtained. Heutral density gray filters were used, 
and use may also Le made of coloured solutions of varying 
concentration and contained in cells of varying depth.
Both methods were used at a particular wavelength (mercury 
green - 34^1^) while density filters were used over the
whole range of wavelengths.
An essential preliminary was to determine the 
consistency of values oLtained for a particular aLsorption.
The figures in the following taLle were oLtained Ly





4*1 X 10""'^  M EMnO^ in a 1 om. cell 
5461 1
80 Â ( a oa],Xlhràted Bellingham and 
Stanley monoohromoitor used )
Table I
Log *Iq/x Log.lQ/l
0.4758 0.47760.4755 0.4745 Mean0.4748 0.4740 0.47480.4740 0.4740 *.0012
Probable error ± 0.25 percent
These figures suggest that the mean of three readings of 
any extinction would be sufficiently accurate.
In the above experiments, Iq was constant, but similar 
close agreement is obtained when I is varied. Table IX
° 4 :.records the values obtained for extinction •
neutral density filter. ly varying the amount of light
incident upon the photo-cell, by means of the wedges at the 







Iq = 40 units I q = 30 l o  = 17 l o  = 7
Extinction Extinction Extinction Extinction
0 .2 9 8 0 .3 0 0 0 .8 9 9 6 0 .2 9 4.2 9 8 5 .2 9 8 5 .300 .298.2 9 7 5 .2 9 8 .298 .294.2976 .2965 .2 9 9 .2975.2 9 8 .298 .89 7g .2966
mean 0 .2 9 7 9 0.2982 0.298 8 0 .2 9 6 0* .0 0 0 4 ± .0 0 1 1 ± .0 0 1 0 +.0017
The mean of all four is 0.2977 and each is within 
its probable error of this figure. These figures show 
marked consistency, and give a measure of the linearity 
of response of the photo-cell. In order to verify this, 
it is necessary to show that the sum of the extinctions 
of individual density screens (as measured by the cell) 
is equal to the extinction of the screens taken together, 
The figures given on the next page show that such is the 
case when density filters are used with mercury green 
light and similar band width.
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Table III
Density filter A Filter B Filter A + B
Extinction Extinction Extinction
0.283 0.481 0.7760.281 0.4855 0.7680.284 0.484 0.7760.2825 0.482 0.7600.2855 0.4875 0.771
Mean 0.283 • 0.484 0.770
Extinction A 4* Extinction B = 0.767
Extinction (a+B) == 0.770
That linearity of response was a property of the 
cell for all wavelengths was shown to be the case by 
repeating the above experiment over the entire range 
of visible wavelengths. The values of extinction were 
not consistent for all wavelengths but that was 
interpretated as being due to the filters which were 
not strictly neutral. However, when the filters were 
taken in pairs, it was founc^that the extinction was, 
within experimental error, equal to the sum of the 
extinctions found for the filters taken individually.
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. MONOCHBOMATOR
In all optical systems, a certain amount of light is 
scattered by reflection at lens and prism surfaces, and 
this scattered white light may, in certain circumstances, 
cause serious errors in absorption measurements. The ideal 
solution is to use a double monochromator. In its absence, 
it becomes necessary to incorporate suitable colour filters 
into the optical system to minimise the amount of stray 
light in the ^monochromatic ’ beam ultimately passing 
through the coloured solutions. The choice of such suitable 
filters and the width of the spectrometer slits are of some 
importance in determining the nature of the light leaving 
the monochromator, and the determination of these control­
ling factors will now be discussed.
Colour Filters The need for filtering in this case is well 
shown by the following experiments. Cobalt blue glass trans- 
-mits light at both blue and red wavelengths. The following 
table indicates the measured transmission (I^/l) at two 
long wavelengths (red) in cases where the cobalt glass was 
used alone, and where a additional red filter was. inserted 
to remove stray blue light passing through th e monochromator,
Wavelength.
0A
Percent Transmission of Co-blue Class
no filter used red filter used
72007300 15.413.6 27.920.0
Distinction should be drawn with the case in which the 
solution or filter transmits green light, since the 
scattered light (green) increases the apparent transmission 
at the red end. But when, as in the case of cobalt blue 
glass, and of ferric thiocyanate solutions, green light is 
absorbed strongly, the scattered blue or green light affects 
the blank reading more strongly (i.e. Iq )* Therefore the 
apparent transmission is too low. Correction may, in either 
case, be made by the use of a red filter to eliminate stray 
wavelengths. This is further illustrated by the following
CjirJcoLou/'
Filter Tested Hg Yellow Hg Yellow T.C.Red T.O.Red T.O.R#(
Added Filter nil
Wavelength A
7000 62,37500 39.58000 26.9







The transmission of a number of suitable colour 
filters was determined using the spectrometer in conjunction
" %/T'y  ^ ,ÿ'. 5 ■ ' >•;: 'f ■
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with the photo-cell. As in the case of subsequent optical 
experiments, the wavelength of the spectrometer was care­
fully standardised with sodium light, and the setting of 
the wavelength drum checked by mercury green lines* 
Arbitrary slit widths were used for these measurements, but 
were the same for all the filters# The nature of the 
transmission curves for various filters are indicated in 
Pig#V. Noted on each curve are the respective band width§i, 
defined as the width of the transmission band in Angstrom 
units at half its maximum height. Prom consideration of 
these curves, various filters are chosen as appropriate 
for use when extinction measurements were made at specific
wavelengths. The choice of filters are given below.
Wavelength-A Filter Wavelength-A Filter
3850 U.V.Glass 5000 Ilford 6033900 U.V.Glass 5300 Hg Green4000 Blue Glass 5500 Ilforda 6054300 Ilford 601 5750 Ilford 6064500 Hg Violet 6000 Ilford 6074600 Hg Violet 6500 Ilford 6084700 Ilford 602 7000 Ilford 6084800 Ilford 602 7500 Ferric thiooyan4900 Ilford 603 8000 -ate solution
At the ends of the spectrum, a piece of ultra violet 
transmitting glass was used at A  = 3850A (the limit of the 
instrument) while, in the range 6500 - 8000 A, use was made 
,.of a solution of ferric thiocyanate freshly made from 
stock solution* Such a solution, sufficiently dense that
~ • 1 J".
oCC
■ • ,V ’ '. jsij ' jrv
I
#’^the filament of a lamp can just be seen through it, is 
extremely transparent to red and infra red light, and 
opaque to other visible wavelengths*
The effect of using suitable filters is shown by 
Fig .VI which shows the extinction curve for a stable 
solution of cobaltous nitrate, in cases where no filter 
and a suitable filter is used* It will be seen that the 
values of extinction for unfiltered light are high at 
extreme wavelengths, and low at intermediate wavelengths.
The effect of filters in reducing extinction (increasing 
transmission) is very marked at the red end of the spectrum, 
and this would be expected since cobalt nitrate absorbs 
green wavelengths strongly Though 0*25 mm slits were 
used in the above run, the same results were obtained for 
runs using 0.5 mm slits, and using the barrier layer cell.
Slit width and band width The range of wavelengths trans- 
•^mitted by a spectrometer is dependent on the prism, the 
dimensions of the instrument, and on the width of the 
entrance and exit slits. The slits alone are variable and, 
consequently, a knowledge of the variation of band width 
with slit width is desirable, ân approximate estimation of 
the band widths transmitted by the spectrometer, and of 
optimAm slit widths was obtained by determination of the 
widths of bands transmitted for mercury spectral lines.
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Best results were obtained when both silts were of the 
same width. Using an Os ira. H P mercury vapour lamp as 
light source, the wavelength d^rum was rotated, and 
readings of deflection recorded as the spectral lines 
moved across the exit slit. Pig.VII showa typical 
plots of deflection against wavelength for equal slit 
widths of 0.96 and 0.5 mm. From such graphs as these, 
values of/the band widths transmitted at specific wave- 
-lengths were obtained, and these are tabulated below.
Band width is a measure of the range of wavelengths 
transmitted by the spectrometer for any particular settings 
of slit widths and the wavelength drum, and this is taken 
as being the width of the band transmitted at half the 
maximum intensity, and/is measured in wavelength units.
Variation in band width with slit width
Wavelength slit widthA 0.95 mm 0.5 mm
Band^ Width A4047 17 384365 91 474900 30 605475 50 1045785 63 130
Most of the experimental measurements were made 
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the spectriim where the sensitivity of the photo-cell 
was diminished* It will he noticed that the hand 
width is almost proportional to the slit width. The 
variation in hand width with wavelength is shown in 
Pig.VIII.
PROCEDURE!
The optical cells were kept scrupulously clean. 
Immediately prior to use, they were thoroughly cleaned 
with concentrated nitric acid and rinsed succe^vely 
with water and alcohol* Ho difficulty was experienced 
in drying and polishing them with a clean white cloth.
One cell was strictly reserved for use with solvent, 
and the other for solution. In most oases, the colour- 
^less solution (’solvent*) was of similar concentration 
to the coloured solution save that one of the ions 
required for the production of colour was omitted, 
usually the iron. Thereby, error arising from the 
presence of that ion as impurity in the other stock 
solutions could he eliminated. The solutions were 
filtered to free them from dust, and in certain instances 
thermostated before use.
Ho measurements were made until the light source 
had been illuminated for some minutes, in order that 
it might reach a steady state.
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The coloured solutions, themselves, were protected 
from light in so far as that was possible. Once in the 
instrument, the solutions were completely isolated from 
any light other than that transmitted by the spectrometer. 
That decomposition was negligible was shown by repetition 
of earlier readings at the completion of a run. A 
minimum of four extinction measurements were made at each 
wavelength and a mean value taken. The order in which 
I and Iq are measured are not relevant, but I was measured 
alternatively first and second in actual practice. This 
led to a slight economy of time and a complete spectral 
analysis of a single solution could be made in about one 
hour.
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THE STABILITY CONSTANT OF THE COMPLEX PeCNS®''
FeCNS®* 3 =  Pe“* + CHS
[PeCNS^^]“ [Pe“][CNS"J
= Stability Constant
The complex PeONS®"^ differs from the others in that 
it is possible to obtain a solution in which it is formed 
almost exclusively. On the other hand any attempt to obtain 
a solution in which any of the other complexes is in a 
state of virtual isolation must fail in as much as each 
of these complexes must at all times be in equilibrium 
with other complexes in such proportions that do not allow 
of isolation. It is generally accepted that the simple ion 
PeCNS®^ is the only complex formed to any measurable extent 
when the thiocyanate concentration is small. Provided 
the thiocyanate concentration is maintained at a sufficiently 
low level, it may be assumed that the red colour of such 
solutions is due, essentially, to the complex PeCHS^^ and, 
consequently,, that any estimation of the colour of such 
solutions serves as a measures of the concentration of the 
simple complex. If the total concentrations of iron and 
thiocyanate in the coloured solutions are known, it is
-.Vf: : V':v \
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(possible to derive a value for the stability constant of 
the complex. A variety of such values have been obtained 
by various workers e.g. Prank and Ostwalt (9 ), Edmonds 
and Birnbaum ( 8  ), Bent andl French {4^  ), and Babko ( i ).
In no case did these workers employ values of ionic 
strength greater than unity and it is significant that 
none of them performed their experiments at constant 
temperature, even though the colour of ferric thiocyanate 
solutions is believed to be sensitive to changes in 
temperature. The object of the experiments about to be 
reported was to obtain, at 18^0, a value of solut­
ions in which the ionic strength was maintained at 1.78 
with HH^OIO^ and with KNO 3 . The values so obtained have 
been employed in the partition calculations previously 
described.
Theory
Although a number of methods have been devised for 
the determination of K^, all are substantially the same, 
being developed from the assumption that, under conditions 
of dilution, no complex, other than PeOHS^*^ is formed in 
appreciable amounts. The method adopted was essentially 
that described by Prank and Ostwalt (loc.cit.).
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The optical densities of solutions containing a small 
fixed amount of thiocyanate and varying amounts of iron 
are measured over a range of wavelengths, the acid content 
and ionic strength of all the solutions being the same. If 
the original concentrations of iron and thiocyanate are 
’a* and *b*, and if the concentration of PeCNS^^is *x’, 
then
^ 1  (a-x) (b-xj
for any particular ionic strength, and assuming for the 
moment that no hydrolysis of the ferric ions occurs. It 
follows that x ® - ( a ^ b  + K ) . x + a b = ^ 0  K = 1 -î-K1
i.e. X ab  (ab)a + b + K a t b + K 
Since ’a* and *b* are small, the second term on the 
right hand side may be ignored. Hence
a + b -f K
But, since it is as aimed that all the colour is due to 
PeCH8^+ log Iq/i - t .x.d 
for any particular wavelength, log Iq/I being the extinctLoo,
S the molecular or ionic extinction coefficient for 
the same wavelength, and *d* the thickness of the optical 
cell, in this case unity. By combining the last two equations 
on# obtains
: . /  ' ' ' '
Dx 6, abh a" ' b '+ K whence
5% r(a+b) + 1  ........
Equation (1) represents a straight line, the slope of 
which is equal to the reciprocal of the extinction 
coefficient for any particular wavelength and the 
Intercept of which is equal to the quotient I f&K*. If 
sufficient experimental data is available, the equation 
may be solved by th^e method of least squares. On the 
other hand, should optical measurements be made on two 
specific solutions only in which the iron concentrations 
are a and a’, £ the extinction coefficient for any 
wavelength, is given by
6  = A a . . . . . .  (2 )
Knowing values of 6 , values of K, and hence K^# may 
readily be found. This latter method was chosen for 
obtaining values of K^. At the same time a series of 
extinction curves were obtained for ferric thiocyanate 
solutions in which the thiocyanate concentration was 
small and the iron concentration varied over the largest 
possible range set by the instrument.
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EXPERIMENTAL
The experiments are divided into two sections
A The effect upon the absorption spectra of ferric 
thiocyanate solutions of varying the iron 
concentration, 
and B The determination of
â The absorption spectra of ferric thiocyanate solutions 
containing a range of iron concentrations.
The solutions analysed photometrically had the 
following compositions*
NH^CNS 3x10"^ M
Pe (010^ )g 5*786x10'“^  M x x
X = 1-15
HCIO4  0.182 M
Ionic strength 1.78 with NaClO^
The thiocyanate concentration was small and sufficient 
only to permit of the formation of PeONS^^ . The various 
solutions from which the coloured solutions were prepared 
were preheated to 18+.1®C in a thermostat. Measurements of 
extinction were made immediately onr mixing. A complete 
analysis from 3850Â to 7000A, with four readings at each
wavelength, took about an hour. That no decomposition or
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change in the depth of colour occured in that time could 
he shown hj repetition of certain earlier extinction 
measurements at the end of that time.
The experimental data obs given in table I. A number 
of representative curves obtained by plotting extinction 
(=s log I q/ i ) against wavelength for these solutions
are shown in Fig.I These curves have maxima at the same
wavelength, 4560A. Since change in the wavelength of
maximum absorption is probably indicative of the formation
of higher complexes, it would appear that no such complexes





The extinction of ferric thiocyanate solutions containing
varying amounts of iron
Wavelength X = 1 2 3 4
3850 .0004 .0233 .12623900 .0414 .0772 .1179 .15874000 .0503 .0941 .1309 .23574200 .0730 .1364 .1911 .27114300 .0809 .1553 .2180 .29634400 .0906 .1694 .2380 .30714450 .0930 .1722 .2452 .31114500 • 0950 .1783 .2511 .31434550 .0950 .1804 .2536 .31434600 .0930 .1793 .2534 .31334700 .0909 .1738 .2445 .30294800 .0835 .1638 .2304 .28444900 .0763 .1483 .2084 .25855000 .0682 .1319 .1847 .22826250 .0422 .0845 .1196 .14615500 .0140 .0453 .0672 .08385750 - .0203 .0327 .03916000 - .0094 .0149 .0191
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Table I otd*
The extinction of ferric thiocyanate solutions containing
varying amounts of iron
WavelengthA X 6 10 12 15
385039004000420043004400445045004550460047004800490050005250550057506000
.1923.2243.3228.3736.4116.4236.4264.4298.4293.4231.3979.3617.3236
.2214 .2407 .3014 .4445 .5083 .6584 .5682 .5860 .5915 .5907 .5709 . 5379 .4899 .4348 .2810 .1584 .0391
.2834.3395.4983.5694.6235.6382.6578.6712.6717.6426.6033.5491.4929.3238
.2455.3104.3870.5623.6420.6993.7204.7390.7490.7446.7294.6900.6215.5511.3653.2098.1093
W A V E T U e N  ^ T H  a  ^K)
A O
F IG . I
1/^:;
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B The determination of K^^the stability oonstant of
PeONSf.^
Values of E% have been obtained fon the complex 
PeCNS^’^ in solutions in which the ionic strength is 
maintained at 1.78 with (1 ) NaClO^ and (2 ) KNO;^,
Two solutions were examined for each salt base in 
which the thiocyanate concentration was constant and 
small, and in which the iron concentration was varied 
fourfold. The experimental procedure was the same as 
in experiment A. The solutions analysed had the follow- 
•ing composition.
Experiment Bi (MaClO^ base)
NaC1 0 4  1.6 M
HCIO4  O.IBM
m ^ o m  .0002M = b
Pe(0 1 0 4 ) 2  . 0 0 2  M =
008 M « S4
Experiment Bp (KNO^ base)
Similar concentrations, but the following 
electrolytes were used.





Wavelength Di ^4 Dl B 4
3900 0.078 0.197 0.063 0.1634000 . 1 0 1 .261 .082 .2164100 .126 • 3214200 .150 .379 .119 .3214300 .172 .435 .136 .3704400 .187*' .476 .150 .4024500 .195 .495 .155 .4174600 .195 .494 .155 .4164700 .188 .474 .150 .39948004900 .443.401 .140 .3715000 .138 .350 .108 .2875500 .051 .130 .040 .1076000 .014 .034 .130 .245
Eote The values of ’D' given for Expt.B^ are the 
mean of five runs. The variation between 
runs was of the order one percent.
X
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Table II lists values of the extinction, *I>S of 
these solutions at various wavelengths, these being a mean 
of five separate experimental values in the case of Expt 
(MaOlO^), and of two concordant experiments in the case of 
Expt.Bg.
Prom these, and the values of *a* and *b% the 
original iron and thiocyanate concentrations, were calcul- 
'ated with the aid of equation two given earlier, the 
molecular extinction coefficients of PeONS^^ for a whole 
range of wavelengths. These were used, in turn, with 
equation one to calculate values of . The values of £ 
and calculated from both series of experimental data 
are given in Table III. ’
Prom these experiments, mean values of K^, the 
stability constant of the simple complex PeONS*^ '^  were 
chosen as follows.
= 123.2 - 0.5 ionic strength = .1.78
NaC1 0 4
= 100.2 - 1.1 ionic strength = 1.78
KNOg
It should be noted that a one percent error: in ’D ’ leads
to an error of three to four percent in £ and K%, so the 




Molecular Extinction Coefflolenta of PeCNS^^ 
Values of (Oulculated)
Wavelength Experiment Experiment Bg
cA  ^e Kl £ Kl
3900
V
2005 (123.5) 1733 (113.7)4000 2770 (113.9) 2380 106.34100 3050 125.04200 3840 126.0 3703 98.14300 4425 124.0 4350 94.44400 4835 123.5 4560 100.44500 5060 122.5 4745 100.74600 5040 123¥0 4760 99.14700 4780 125.8 4460 103.14800 4530 122.3 4120 104.74900 4140 120.45000 3590 122.0 3220 103.15500 1335 121.7 1225 99.86000 325 (141.0) 1887 (141. )
Mean 123.2-0. 5 100.2*1.1
Values of in brackets not included in mean
 j  -
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Molecular Absorption Spectrum of the Complex FeCNS
Pig.II shows the molecular absorption curve 
of the simple complex PeONS®'^. Values of £ , the 
molecular extinction coefficients of:PeONS®^, 
obtained in experiment Bg are plotted against wave­
length. The absorption is general, and it will be 
noted that the maximum absorption is in: the region 
of 4550A. The maximum value off extinction coefficient 
at this wavelength is of the order 4900. These 
important observations are referred to later in 












Note on the effect of Hydrolyala
The hydrolysis constant of the ferric ion has 
been determined by Bray and Hershey ( 6 ), and by Lamb 
and Jacques ( 16 ).
-f HgO FeOH^"* + H+
%  = 6 X 10"^ (B and H)
= 2.5x 10"^ (L and J)
Unless the acidity of an iron solution is very 
large, account must be taken of hydrolysis in 
quantitative methods employing iron concentrations* 
Approximate correction in the value of may be made 
as follows*
_  CPeOH^*]CH*]%  “ [Pe®*]
The true value of given by K£.
tPuting
and> c ons e quently
then K-. = [Pe°^J rows "3^ [PeOMS"*]
and the apparent value obtained from the above 
experiments Tf _ [Pe=* + PeOH^][CHS~J[PeCHS^^]
r-1
■r " ■ ■*>
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Therefore, the ratio of true and apparent constants is 
given by 
E* t E [pa®-*] + [peOH®*] 1 + [PaOH®*] 
[Pe®^ ]
By making use of the hydrolysis constant, the value of 
the true dissociation constant is found to be
K» = K ♦ (1 + K^ytH'"] )
Taking 4x10"® aa a value of K. and 0.18 as the hydrogen 
ion concentration, the following corrected values of the 




These values are compared with the values of other workers.
ionic strength electrolyte
Prank,Ostwalt 236.5 0.128(9 ) 138.0 0.50









These values are of interest in connection with the effect of 
activity and added electrolytes on the Pe^- GN8 equilibria#
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APPAHEHT ABSORPTION SPECTRA of FERRIC THIOCYANATEa
80LUTI0N8 GONTAINim a WIDE RANGE of 
THIOCYANATE OONOmTEATION
Apparent absorption spectra have been obtained for 
ferric thiocyanate solutions containing varying amounts 
of thiocyanate. Ferric nitrate and potassium 
thiocyanate were chosen as reactants to avoid formation 
of complexes other than those desired. The stock ferric 
nitrate solution was standardised with titanous sulphate 
and diluted as required; the thiocyanate solution was 
standardised with silver nitrate. All coloured 
solutions analysed spectrophotometrically were kept at 
constant ionic strength (1.78) - see page - with 
potassium nitrate, except in a few instances mentioned 
later. The pH was kept sufficiently low to suppress 
hydrolysis by addition of nitric acid. Extinction 
measurements were made with the specially constructed 
photoelectric spectrophotometer already described.
The theory has been postulated (page ‘3 ) that the 
proportions of the various complexes in a ferric 
thiocyanate solution are dependent on the thiocyanate 
concentration and independent of variations in the 
iron concentration. Consequently, provided the
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thiocyanate concentration is constant, so also will be 
the distribution of the iron present amongst the various 
complex forms. Should the total iron concentration be 
doubled, the concentration of each complex will be 
doubled, and apparent extinction measurements on such 
solutions in which the thiocyanate concentration is y
constant, and the iron concentration varied, should 
obey Beer*8 Law. Therefore, for each thiocyanate 
concentration, a number of absorption runs were made 
using various iron concentrations. In the main, Beer's 
Law was found to apply; any variations that occurred 
were random and not reproducible.
The compositions of the solutions analysed are 
given in Table I. All solutions were 0.18M with 
respect to nitric acid; with the exception of numbers 
11 - 1 3 , the ionic strength of the solutions was 1.76.
Since thiocyanate was in excess in all these solutions, 
the apparent molecular extinction coefficient, oc, was 
taken as extinction divided by the total iron 
concentration (see page 104), In the case of experiments 
Nos* 11, 12, in which the thiocyanate concentration was 
very small, ol is taken as log lo/l divided by the total 
thiocyanate concentration. Various iron concentrations 
were employed, and for any wavelength, and any
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thiocyanate concentration, the calculated apparent 
molecular extinction coefficients were found to 
agree. Mean values were taken. Table II contains 
values of the apparent molecular extinction coefficients 
of ferric thiocyanate solutions for the visible range 
of wavelengths, and for varying thiocyanate concentrations. 
Fig.I shows the apparent absorption curves of these 
solutions obtained by plotting values of a against 





1 0.008 1.592 With the exception2 .016 1.548 of nos. 1 and 23 .040 1.560 four runs were4 .080 1.520 made with iron5 .160 1.440 concentrations0.191, 0.382,6 .400 1.200 0.764, 1.528, or7 .600 1.000 3.056  ^.8 .800 0.800 mol.x 10"^/1.9 1.200 0.400 At the ends of the10 1.600 nil wavelength scale,a few readings madeyCC =1.78 M = 0.18M with 6.110 and 30.6mol.x 10~4/ 1
11 9.5 xlQ-S 0.481N12 1.82x10-4 0.218N13 5.35 as 1 - 10
V,:. \,
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.008 .016 .040 .08 16 .4
3850 .091® .127 .206 .209 .264 .313 .3900 .111® .158 .218 .250 .298 .358 .4000 .170 .225 .265 .336 .407 .464 .4300 .281 .380 .431 .591 .643 .746 •4500 .322 .445 .501 .648 .770 .939 e4600 .325 .456 .514 .679 .820 1.010 .4700 .325 .458 .525 .701 .858 1.071 .4800 .315 .446 .515 .709 .873 1.088 •4900 .289 .419 .493 .691 .877 1.075 •5000 .271 .389 .462 .650 .825 1.038 .5300 .175 .259 .320 .468 .604 .767..5500 .122 .183 .220 .338 .442 .578 .5750 .068 .099® .125 .194 .249 .346 .6000 .039® .052* .065 .102 .132 .191 .6500 .007® .009® .013® .021® .026"^ .032 •7000 mm mm m m  mm .025® .004* .005* .007^.7250 -  mm mm ^ —  — .002® .003®.7500 m m  m m .013 .003“ .0013 .0017.7750 m »  mm —  — —  — .0008 .00038000 mm .013* —  — .0001 .0026
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Table II ctd. Apparent Molecular Extinction Coefficients axlO-4
8 9 10 11 12 13
.6 • 8 1.2 1.6 9f.5xl0"^ 18.8x10"® 5.35
.318 .357 .398 — —  — —  — .761.371 .405 .440 mm .137 1.034.488 .495 .522 .563 .368 .215 .975.785 ' .813 .861 .903 .331 .367 1.6901.001 1.027 1.118 1.173 .435 .438 2.4251.090 1.111 1.234 1.296 .460 .463 2.6001.126 1.194 1.314 1.346 .447 .449 2.6751.152 1.216 1.317 1.363 .455 .431 2.7701.118 1.189 1.307 1.333 .424 .401 2.6151.071 1.136 1.240 1.291 .399 .366 2.5650.865 0*865 0.911 0.963 .267 .227 1.970.608 .654 .691 .726 .181 .150» 1.330.368 .402 .427 .462 .102 .080"^ .761.200 .218 .245 .259 .051® .044» .690.042 .043 .053 .057 .0126 .0077 .273.0088 .0095 .0109 .0148 mm mm mm .0022 .155.0038® .0047"^ —  —  — —  — —  —  — .202.0026® .0031® .0032’ .0046.0007^ .0016® .0020“ —  —  —.0015* .0012» .0091 .0033
Mm





The curves In Fig.I form a complete family of 
comparable apparent absorption spectra of ferric
thiocyanate solutions, with the exception of numbers
11, 12, 13, in which the ionic strengths were different.
It is apparent that ferric thiocyanate solutions exhibit
general absorption in the visible region of the spectrum.
The most striking feature of the curves is the marked
movement of the wavelength of maximum absorption to longer
values, as the thiocyanate concentration is increased, 
until a maximum value is reached. The position of the 
maxima are given in the following table, though it is not
easy to ascertain the exact value in certain cases owing
to the flatness of the curves. (See Table III)
It appears that the position of the maxima reaches 
a steady state at thiocyanate concentrations less than 
O.OOIM and greater than 0.4M. It will be seen that values 1ifof a in expts. 11 and 12 are much greater than the corresp­
onding values in expt.l though the thiocyanate concentration Igiis much less. This can be attributed to the fact that t;i
the stability constant of PeCNS®'*'(the only complex likely
to be formed under the conditions of these experiments)




Free [CNS“] conc.m/l WavelengthA Free [CNS"3 conc.m/l WavelengthA
.1 6 x 1 0 -5 4650 0.6 4810.6 xlO"^ 4650 0.8 48100 .0 0 8 4650 1.2 48000 .0 1 6 4670 1.6 47800 .0 4 0 4700 5 .3 5 48000.080 4780 6.86 48000 .1 6 0 4840 8.34 49000 .4 0 0 4800 —
and is such, that, in no.l, an appreciable amount of iron 
is not combined. This is found to be the case for the 
first five experiments.
Index 2 3
Percent iron as FeONS^ -*" 50 68.5 83.2 91 96.5
Making correction for this, much closer agreement is 
obtained between values of apparent molecular, extinction 
below a free thiocyanate concentration of about 0.05M.
jï"155 #
Index 5. . 4500A £ . 5000A Free [CNS-J m/1
11 0.435 0.399 0.16x10"^12 0.438 0.366 0.6 xlO~S1 0.644 0.542 0.0082 0.650 0.567 0.0163 0.602 0.508 0.0404 0.713 0.716 0.0805 0.806 0.864 0.160
(values of a X 10"^)
The shift in wavelength of maximum absorption with
increasing thiocyanate concentration is attributed to 
the formation of higher ferric th^iocyanate complexes,
and it interesting to note that not only does the colour
of the ferric thiocyanate complexes alter slightly with
increasing complexity, but so also does the intensity of
their colour increase rapidly with increasing complexity
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Note on the APPLICATION of BEBR'8 LAW and CORRECTION for
*BLANK* ERROR
The apparent molecular absorption curves given In the 
immediately proceeding section were obtained* from measurements 
of apparent extinction, log I^/l, at various wavelengthsXfor small iron concentrations x. Those values of a, so ^
obtained, were consistent with Beer’s Law in most cases, 
but discrepencies were noted at the extreme ends of the ^
wavelength scale, in oases where the the thiocyanate 
concentration was high* This was traced to the value of 
in the estimation of which water was used as blank liquid 
instead of the same K'*“- NO^ - ONS** mixture as was in :
the coloured solution. Since the nitric acid used contain-'-ed traces of iron, the proper blank was slightly coloured*
As was to be expected, the error was particularly great
at high thiocyanate concentrations* This was also the
case at extreme ends of the wavelength scale where the -
values of Iq and I tend to be similar in magnitude*
Correction may be made on the assumption that the 
observed extinction’x ’ = true extinction’D ’ + blank error’y ’ 
and that ’D ’ is proportional to the iron concentration for 
a fixed thiocyanate concentration* Since all solutions 
were 0*18M with respect to nitric acid, it follows that.
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for any wavelength, and any thiocyanate concentration, the 
blank error will be independent of the concentration of 
iron added. The blank error ’y ’ may be evaluated from 
the results of ÿwo experiments employing different iron 
concentrations.
Suppose that the observed extinctions are x^ and 
Xg when the iron concentrations are in the ratio 1.2, then
Xi = Di + y
= Dg + y = 2D^ + y
whence y =2x^  ^- Xg
In the previously described experiments for which 
true apparent molecular extinction coefficients are given, 
the values of ’D ’ were obtained in the manner just described 
in instances in which Beer’s Law was not obeyed. Such was , 
the case for thiocyanate concentrations greater than 
0.16M (no 7).
Experiment lOA was a repeat of experiment no 10 
using freshly prepared iron solution. The solutions were 
made acid by the addition of freshly prepared nitric acid 
(0.18M) and it will be noted from the data in Table IV that 
Beer’s Law is not obeyed in this case owing to the presence 
of coloured material independent of the iron added. The 
error is particularly pronounced at low iron concentrations.
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Table IV
Experiment lOA. Measured values of Extinction ’x ’


















a a X 10-4
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since the concentration of coloured impurity is proportion- 
-ately greater. Correction may he made as outlined in the 
previous discussion#
Suppose once more that the observed extinction is 
’x ’, the true extinction ’D ’, and the variable blank error 
a uniform function of ’y ’, then the following holds.
Iron conc. True Extinction Observed ExtinctionÎJ7Î
1.528x10”^ X,
0.382x10’'^ Dg = ♦ 4 x
0.191x10"^ D, = D, ♦ 8O JL O
Whence 8 X 5  = 8 (Dg + y) = + 8 y . . . (1)
4xg = 4(Dg 4- y) = + 4y . . .  (2)
+ y . . .  (3)
Values of ’y ’, the blank error, may be obtained by 
simultaneous solution of any two of these equations. 
Equation (2) and (3) ware chosen since the iron concen­
tration was larger in these cases, and systematic error 
in estimating extinction probably smaller. In the follow­
ing table (V) are given values of ’y ’ obtained as above, 
and values of a in which correction is made for blank 
error. Also tabulated for comparison are the values of 
apparent molecular extinction coefficients (a) obtained 
in experiment 1 0  in which the correction described has
' - .
Table V




Wavelength ! Experiment lOA 10
A 7 ®3 ®2 “1 mean a a
4000 .087 .548 .518 .526 .531 . 5634300 (.047) (.807) (.846) (.845) (.833) • 903
4500 • 025x .922 .903 .859 .895.023 1.247 1.155 1.155 1.186 1.1734700 .022 1.420 1.322 1.335 1.356 1*3464800 .027 1.410 1.322 1.330 1.354 1.3535000 .019 1.399 1.250 1,250 1.300 1.2915300 .015 .985 « .962 .969 .9635500 .009 .791 .717 .717 .742 • 7256000 .002 .293 .257 .852 .234 .25965007000 .012.012 .020“ .036?.018“ .036?.017? .031*.018“ .057.015
(Values of a X 10~^1 
X Interpolated value
:r -I': - ,
'î‘; "...
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been applied. The latter should be Identical to the 
corrected values in experiment 10A .
The values at 4300A seemed unreasonably high 
and for this wavelength and 6300Â (where a reading is 
missing) the values of ’y ’ were interpolated.by-g\ioao- 
woapk.
Experiment lOB was a second repeat of experim­
ent no.10, this time using water instead of nitric acid 
in order to eliminate the error due to impurities. Water 
was again used as blank. The values of a are consequently 
slightly low due to the lower ionic strength and hyd^rolysis 
effect. On the other hand, divergence from Beer’s law is 
completely eliminated as the figures in Table VI will 
show. Note that the iron concentrations used were quite 
apart. The excellent agreement between a, the apparent 
molecular extinction coeffic^ients, in lOB^ and lOB^ 
shows that extinction is proportional to iron concentration, 
or, otherwise, that Beer’s Law is obeyed at constant 
thiocyanate concentrations, provided variation in t^e iron 
concentration is within such limits as not to alter the ionic 
strength and the free thiocyanate ion concentration 
appreciabley. This shows, further, that the distribution of 
iron amongst the various complexes is independ^ent of the 
iron concentration within the same limits*
Table VI
Experiment lOB.Values of Extinotûon and Apparent
Moleoular Extinction Coefficient
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Index Experiment 10B]_ i Experiment lOBg
Iron Conc 0.191xl0""& 1 1.528x10"" ^m 1
Wavelength logi J  I axlO"^ lOg0Q^ I axlO""^
3900 .076 .398 .616 .3994000 .096 .502* .756 .4954300 .162 .848 1.283 .8414500 .206* 1.082 1.673 1.0954700 .234 1.225 1.904 1.2474800 .235 1.230 1.908 1.2494900 .228 1.193 1.865 1.2205000 .291 1.094 1.794 1.1735300 .162 .848 1.340 .8785500 .126 .660 1.025 .6716000 .042 .222 .348 .228
Thiocyanate concentration = 1.6M
. ■ ' ■- ' >■' ■■■■. ,  . ■ ■ ,\
Â ,
163 :#ABSORPTION SPECTRA OP PBRRIO THIQOYAKATB IN
NON - AOUBOUS SOLVENTS " %
'
Absorption spectra of ferric thiocyanate in a ^
limited number of organic solvents have been constructed ;
with a view to comparing the colour of such solutions.
It is quite noticable that the colour of ferric thiocyanate 
in organic solvents tends tobe more magenta than red, and, 
in the particular case of an ether solution to which -
benzene is added, quite purple. The curves in the following
' Jfigure were obtained by plotting extinction against wave- : j
•length for solutions of ferric thiocyanate in alcohol, J
iso-propyl ether, ethyl ether, and an ether-benzene mixture. ijNo measurement of concentration was made, and consequently „ J^the absorption curves are qualitative rather than  ^^ I" 1quantitative. They should be compared with other curves jigiven in other sections of this part. It is significant I j
that the wavelength of maximum absorption is approximately  ^1
05040A for all three solutions in the pure solvents, whereas ' |■ ■ . ithe addition of benzene to the ether solution causes the j
maximum to shift to even longer wavelengths* These values should 
be compared with the maximal and minimal values for aqueous j
ferric thiocyanate solutions. (4550A, 4800A) ]i
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iThe BffHSCT of BLEGTROL'CTES on the FERRIC THIOGYANATE
EQUILIBRIA
Tlie addition of electrolytes to ferric thiocyanate 
solutions is known to have a marked effect in diminishing 
the colour of such solutions. In certain instances, it is
1
concluded that colourless complexes are formed between ferric II 
ions and the added anion. Thus, the added anion competes
.1with the thiocyanate ions, thereby reducing the effective 'Ç|ferric thiocyanate concentration. The effect is best i
studied by addition of such electrolytes to ferric thiocyan- %aate solutions in which the thiocyanate concentration is small. %; 
In such solutions, FeCHS®"^ is virtually the only complex /•:Iformed. Thus removal of Fe®"^  ions from the equilibrium
iPe=" + CNS- PeONS®^
will displace the equilibrium towards the left, with
’accompanying reduction in colour intensity. This is brought #
■about by such reactions as
Fe®" + Oir FeOH^ ^
and, in part, by
I%
Pe“-* + 01" PeOl®'* (23)
Pe°" + S0|- PeSO^ .1;
and the analogous reaction,
1
. :# 166 "I
+Eg®-" + CNS-’ HgCHS J
In which the thiocyanate ion is removed*
"fa 
% 
:?■In other instances, the possibility of complex form- Iation cannot be entertained, for instance, when NaOlO^ is 
added, it being known that the 010^ ion forms no comparable icomplex with ferric ions.
The addition of acid to such ferric thiocyanate solut- 
ions is interesting* Small amounts of acid increase the 
colour intensity, while subsequent addition of further 'I;amounts of acid decreases the depth of colour. Small quant it-g
■ies of acid reduce hydrolysis thus increasing the ferric ion #
concentration ÏXPeOH®* + Pe=+ + 2HgO
'IThe subsequent reduction in colour is less readily explained iparticularly in cases where the acids adddd contain ^
fi|non-complex-forming anions*
MIt can only be assumed? that addition of such electro- -IIlytes reduce the activities of the interacting ferric and #
thiocyanate ions and of their complexes to such an extent , Ithat displacement of the equilibrium occurs with accompanying
reduction in colour, and that, in cases where complexes are ; 
formed, both the competitive and activity effects play a 
part.
In solutions in which the thiocyanate concentration
§is small, the equilibrium i
. _ ' % ^  y - / . '  < ' . / . r W  . / b v  C % . -  '
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Pe=+ + CNS“ =5* PeCNS®"^ 
alone, will be of importance. 1#ience,
[PeOF8^+] f]^  X fK 2
3
where is the true activity constant, f^ the activity 
coefficient of the ferric ions, fg that of the thiocyanate, 
and fg that of the complex ion. The presence of neutral 
salt will alter these activity coefficients, and, in turn, 
will alter the equilibrium. Decrease in the activity will 
result in a diminishing of the colour intensity, and vice 
versa. If conditions are chosen so that the concentration 
of FeONS^*^ is small in comparison with that of Fe^^ and CNS"* 
the intensity of colour will be proportional to the ratio 
of the activity coefficients. If f^ = fg = fg = f (say) 
the colour will be proportional to *f\ Experiments have 
been carried out on these lines. The true values of f^ are 
of course not readily accessible, and in these experiments 
extinction is plotted against the * activity coefficient’ of 
the solutions, the latter being interpolated from the tables 
in Landolt and Bornstein. In this interpolation, the 
concentrations of all electrolytes present were added 
together and treated as if, they were the diluting salt.
Such a procedure may introduce some error, especially when 




These experiments were of an exploratory nature and, 
as such, are described briefly below*
The effect of electrolytes on the ferric thiocyanate 
equilibria has been demonstrated in two ways,
A by comparison of the extinctions of solutions
(a) containing small amounts of Pe®* and CNS"’ and J
varying amounts of added electrolyte,
(b) in which the ionic strength was the same, but in 
which the adddd salts were differentand
B by determining values of in different salt 
solutions with
(a) the same ionic strength and different salts
(b) different ionic strength and the same salt*
A The effect of salts and acids upon the Fe^^ - CNS*" - FeGNS^^ :
equilibrium*
Experiment 1. The method has been outlined in the
above preamble. The solutions had the following compos- 
•ition Fe®-" 0.0027 M 0N8" 0.0027 M
HNOg, HCl 0,00455 M - 1.825 M
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- The percentage of iron in these solutions combined, as
FeONS^*^ did not exceed 6 percent. The extinctions of these 
solutions were measured at 4550A. Fig.l shows the effect of 
varying the concentration of acid upon the extinction of 
these solutions, ie. upon the ferric thiocyanate equilibrium.
It will be noted that the addition of small amounts of acid 
increases the colour due to supression of hydrolysis and that 
subsequent addition decreases the colour intensity considerably. 
That this is not a function of the acid activity coefficients 
is also shown by Fig.l in which extinction is plotted against 
activity coefficients obtained in the manner described above.
The curves do not coincide, even at low acid concentrations, 
but this is accounted for by the fact that the ferric solutions 
contained acid, the concentration of which was not known.
The effect of activity is better illustrated by the use 
of salt in place of acid.
Experiment 2, The effect of KNOg and NaGl was shown by 
examination of solutions with the following compositions.
Fe*" 0.0027 M ONS"* 0.0027 M
KNOg, NaCl 0.00455 M - 1.825 M
The plot of extinction against concentration of salt is quite 
irregular, but, when extinction is plotted against the ’activity 
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It would seem from this experiment that the extent of the 
ferric thiocyanate equilibrium is largely determined by 
the activity coefficient of the neutral salt present in 
the same solution. The slope of the NaCl curve is greater 
than that of the corresponding KNOg curve, but this is 
attributed to the competitive effect of the chloride ion, 
chloride ions being known to form stable complexes with 
ferric ions, for example, Fe01^\ (i5)
Experiment 3. was similar to experiment 2, but was designed 
to compare the effects of KNOg and NaOlO^ since the effect 
of these salts is of some importance in connection with the 
partition experiments previously described. The extinction 
coefficients of the following solutions were measured.
Fe®-^  0.00119 M ONS"* 0.00119 M
H+ 0.0216 M
KNO , NaClO^ 0.00951 M - 1.905 M
Fig.Ill shows a plot of extinction against concentration 
measured on a logarithmic scale. It is at once apparent 
that the capacity of KNOg to reduce the colour of ferric 
thiocyanate solutions is considerabley greater than that 
of NaGlO^. The resemblance between this curve and a plot 
of the activity coefficients of these salts against the same 
base is very marked. (See Fig.Ill, Part 3 ,page 71)
fgc
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■ î174 #■a ■ #On plotting extinction against the ’activity coefficient $of the solutions, much closer agreement is reached, and the 
curves themselves tend more towards linearity. The slight 
curving of the KNOg curve at its lower extremity might 
suggest that competitive complex formation was occuring to a 
slight extent at salt concentrations of about 1.0 M*
Experiment 4 was likewise designed to compare the effects of
KNOg and NaOlO^. In this simple experiment, the ionic 
strength was maintained constant at a high value. The salt 
and iron concentrations were constant and the thiocyanate 
concentration was varied between two small values#
Pe®*" 0.00445 M Salt 1.815 M
Pig.IV shows the effect of adding to 22ml of such a solution 
0.1 - 1.5 ml of 0.01 M KGNS, extinction measured at 5500 A
being plotted against the number of ml thiocyanate solution 
added. Given for comparison is the corresponding plot for the
case in which no salt was present. The slopes of the three
lines (taken as an approximate measure of K^) are tabulated 
below and compared with the ’activity coefficients’ of the ssolutions Slope f §
Water 1 1 (assumed value)
NaClO^ .719
' .513 .408 =’
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In view of the approximate nature of the experiment, 3
these values are in remarkable agreement, and it would |
appear that no complex was formed between ferric and |
nitrate ions#
t
It may be concluded, so far, that the ferric thiocyan- J
•ate equilibrium is sensitive to the presence of neutral ^
■ 1salt, that, in the case of nitrate and perchlorate, the 
effect is one of activity rather than competition, and j
that the extent to which salts of these anions affect the 
equilibrium is approximately proportional to the activity 4
coefficient of the added salt#
.4
- I;
B Determination of " the stability constant of PeGMS^*^-
-sin solutions of NaClO^# KNOg, and LiNOg#
The experimental method and procedure have j
already been described in detail. The solutions analysed <'nhad the undemoted compositions
0.002 M and 0.008 M 
HNOg or HCIO4  0.18 M 
KONS 0.0002M
Salt 1.6 M and 0.8 M
The solutions were examined spectrophotometrically over the 
entire visible wavelength scale. A total of 24 runs were
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made, including 1 1  in the case of the perchlorate and 6  in 
the case of nitrate# These led in turn to values of 6  ,the 
molecular extinction coefficient of PeONS**'*', which were 
averaged for each wavelength, and then used, in turn, in 
the computation of values of in the manner described 
earlier* In the case of NaOlO^, for instance 220 values 
were obtained from 1 1  runs and reliable measurements at 
2 0  odd wavelengths.
The experimental values of tabulated below,
these being mean values for any salt concentration.
Index Salt Ionic Strength ^ 1 f
a 1.6M HaClO^ 1.78 122.5^ .56
b 1.6M KNOg 1.78 91.0^ .346
c 1.6M LiNOg 1.78 114.4 >.77
CÜ 0.8M NaC104 0.98 127.9 .576
0 0.8M KNOg 0#98 98.8 .459
f 0 .8 M LiNOg 0.98 109.5 .765
(Values of *f* were again calculated on the assumption 
that all electrolytes present were neutral salt which 
was in excess in each case)
X These reliable values of were employed in the 




Interesting conclusions may be drawn from these 
experiments. It is at once apparent that uniform values 
of do not necessarily result in cases where the ionic 
strength is maintained at a constant figure with different 
salts, since the salts themselves have a profound effect.
In the case of NaOlO^ and KNOg , the effect is directly 
proportional to the activity coefficients of the salts. 
Taking values of K% with subscripts corresponding to 
the indices of the salt concentrations employed, the 
following relationships hold
i) Constant ionic strength - different salts 
ionic strength 1.78
K^ f K^ = 1.345 1.62 - f^ ^  fb
ionic strength 0.98
K^ + Kq = 1.295 1.31 = fa * f0
ii) Different ionic strengths - same salt 
NaOlO^
^a  ^I^ d = 0.966 0.97 = f^ * f^
KNO 3
Kt) * Kg = 0.92 0.77 = f^ »
It would: appear from these results that in dilute solutions 
at least K% is a function of the activity coefficients off'
added electrolyte and that complex formation between ferric
r"I179 ;4
and nitrate ions does not occur.
The effect of LiNOg is uncertain as the values of K'l 
obtained in this salt solution do not fit in with the 
above scheme.
Summarising, it seems likely that variations in 
and consequently in the partition experiments, can be 
explained entirely in terms of differences in activity 
coefficient and that no complex with nitrate ions is formed.
P A R T  6
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Part 0
ABSORPTION SPBGTRâ OF T Œ  RSRRIO THIOCYANATB)
QOMPLSX IONS
The apparent absorption spectra of ferric thio- 
cyanate solutions described in a previous part appear 
to indicate that the higher complexes are more intensely 
coloured than is the simple complex FeONS^^ for whic^h 
a true absorption spectrum is read ily obtained. Further, 
it seems that the wavelengths of maximum absorption for 
the higher complexes are longer than that of the simple 
complex. $rue absorption spectra have been obtained for 
all the charged complexes, except Fe(CNS)^", by analysis 
of the apparent absorption spectra, and it has been 
shown that the intensity of colour increases w^ith the 
complexity of the complexes, and that the wavelengths of 
maximum absorption are interrelated in an interesting 
way.
METHOD
It will be recalled that the apparent absorption 
spectra, d.^escribed on page 1^ 3 were obtained by measur­
ing the extinction coefficients at various wavelengths of 
solutions containing small amounts of ferric nitrate, 
and in which the thiocyanate concentrations ranged from
181 - %
0.008 - 1.600 N. The ionic strength was maintained, at ;S
.
1*8 with KNOqc* The values of extinction coefficient were :^1then divided by the iron concentration, thus giving I
apparent molecular extinction curves. Since the relative t!Iconcentrations of any complex in these solutions are i
•* X— 3 .given by k . (ONS*") ( see page <3 ) and since the thio-
-ijcyanate concentrations were, at all times, much in excess i' %
of the iron concentrations, it is possible readily to 
calculate the percentage of iron r^epresented by each curve |
which is present in each complex form. The values of k_
given in Table I , column All, page 88, were employed since
these were obtained from experiments also employing ferric |
nitrate and potassium nitrate. Knowing the distribution 
of iron amongst the various complexes for each thiocyanate 
concentration, it is a simple matter to compute the molal 
extinction coefficients of the various complexes at various 
wavelengths
RESULTS
In Table I below are listed the concentrations of the 
various ferric thiocyanate complexes in aqueous solutions 
containing thiocyanate concentrations equal to those used 
in determining the apparent molal absorption spectra. The 
concentrations of the complexes are given as a percentage of 
the total iron concentration, namely_-o%io molo.
Table I
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GNS"’cono. Mol per 1. PaA®"' PeA^ PeAg FeA~ PeA|‘ PeA|"
1 . 0.016 20.5 29.7 4». 77, - M m m
2 . 0.04 6 . 0 18.2 76.5 - . 0.3 - -
3. 0.08 1.4 10.3 86.5 0.28 1.56 — -
4. 0.16 — 5.2 87.5 0.56 6.30 - —
5. 0.40 — 1 . 6 66.85 1.06 30.20 0.30 —
6 . 0.60 — 0 . 8 48.45 1.16 49.86 0.40 -
7. 0.80 — 0.4 34,62 0 . 1 1 62.50 1.35 *•
8 . 1 . 2 0 — - 1 § . 2 0 — 78.20 2.50 0 . 1 0
9. 1.60 11.70 wm 84.40 3.65 0.18
’A ’ denotes a ONS“ group
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It will be noted that the percentage of the neutral
molecule Fe(CNS) is negligibly small and that the highest3complex formed in appreciable amounts in 1.6N KGNS is 
Fe(CNS)|" though the amount is small. The extinction 
coefficients of Pe(GNS)g and Fe(GNS)^ were obtained with the 
aid of d^ata in lines 5-8. For purposes of calculation,«JüÂjcs 6^  Jthe small amounts of FeONS®'*' and Fe(GN8 )glwere assumed to 1 
toe Pe(OHS)g, and Pe(ONS)®" was assumed to toe Pe(OHS)^. / 
It can then be deduced that
. 6^  = (l.BA - B) f 1.615
and = (B - 0.5433^^) f 1.4465
where = molecular extinction coefficient of Fe(GN8 )g
and £4 = molecular extinction coefficient of Fe(ONS)^
for any wavelength.
A is the sum of the apparent molecular extinction coeffic­
ients for series 5 and 6  for any wavelength and B the 
corresponding sum for series 7 and 8  for the same wavelength. 
True molecular extinction curves have been calculated for 
the complexes Fe(GNS)g and Fe(GNS)]^ by solution of the 
above equations in conjunction with the corresponding 
apparent extinction curves.
These extinction values were used, in turn, with 
series 9 to compute the molecular extinction curjve for
' . y
PeCONS)^"* These last values are open to error partly
because the percentage of'Pe(ONS)®"was too small to5
allow of accurate calculation.
The molecular extinction coefficients of these 
complexes are given in Table II, those of PeONS^T 
previously obtained, being given for comparison*
Table II
WavelengthA PeONS®'' Pe(CHS)* Pe(ONS)^ Pe(OHS)S"
£, £» £a
3900 1733 2890 47604000 2380 4310 5411 147504300 4350 6715 9050 158004500 4745 8340 11670 278004600 4760 8900 12900 26400*^4700 4460 8970 13980 185004800 4120 9255X 14020X 169004900 8945 13900 147005000 3220 8815 13100 (81800)5300 6660 9800 (17000)5500 1225 4885 6910 (21900)
X deno tes maximum
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The ’calculated true molecular extinction curves of 
Pe(ONS)^ and Pe(ONS)~ are shown in Fig. I. That of 
PeCNS®^ described earlier, is given for comparison. In 
Fig.II, these curves are shown along with that of Fe(GNS) 2-5
Owing to the instability of Fe(ONS)_, calculation of the3
appropriate curve was not possible. However, a probable 
rougt^estimate of its form is giten by the molecular extinct­
ion of Fe(GNS)^ in ether which is given for comparison.^ 
Difficultés experienced in obtaining such a curve owing 
to the volatility of the ether, and the actual values may 
be approximate only. It serves to indicate the wavelength 
of maximum absorption.
Examination of these curves show interesting 
relationships between the maximum values of extinction 
coefficients of the complexes and between their wavelengths 
of maximum absorption. It is at once apparent that the
This curve was obtained by Dr. J. Y .Macdonald with whose permission it is given here. It should be compared with the extinction curves of Fe (GN8)g in ether, alcohol, and iso-propyl ether given on page which. It should be noted, all have the same wavelength of maximum absorption.
lO
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complexes become progressively more intensely coloured 
with the addition of each CÏÏS“ group. Further, the 
wavelengths of maximum absorption increase with increasing 
symmetry and decreasing numerical charge, and those 
complex ions with the same symmetry and numerical charge 
have the same maximum wavelength. The wavelengths of 








Pe(ONS)" -1 4800 Â
Pe(ONS)„o 0 5100 Â
This interesting relationship is not altogether 
unexpected in consid^^eration of the similarity and 
symmetry of the following ion pairs.
CN8H_0 X I E_0 +22 Fe 2
1
GNS
I ■'H„0 CHS ^
+ 1
CNS
PeHgOx. ' xHgOONS I ONS
HpO ONS. I ,CNS ^ P e  ONS/ I'^CNS ONS A
CNS.,HgO"Pe'^ONSONS/ I ■/ONSHgO .
1^ ^
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The maximum values of the extinction coefficients of the 
complexes also exhibit a curious relationship, which may not 
at once be apparent. The values of Si^ax &Te given below. 
Their relative magnitudes are indicated in the last column.
Complex .€• max rel.vals
1 PeCNS®* 4900 0.53
2 Pe(ONS)g 9250 1.00
3 F0(CNS)g 11000 1.19
4 Pe(CNS)' 14020 1.52
5 Pe(CNS)|" 28000 3,03
If & is the maximum extinction coefficient of the complex8
Fe(CNS)g, etc., the following relationship seems to hoM, 
thus showing further an ordered relationship between the 
ferric thiocyanate complexes.
a * t = 0.53 1 a ... a  ^a. ^ o.Bo4: a ---------
9_  ^a = 0.84s 3--------




In the previous parts, experiments have heen 
desorihed which have shown that a series of ferric 
thiocyanate complexes exist. Furthermore, the 
nature of the complexes which most predominate in 
any solution depends on the thiocyanate concentration 
and is independent of the iron concentration - at 
least, when this is small. When the thiocyanate 
ion concentration is large, negatively charged 
complexes are formed in greater amounts than are 
the positively charged complexes. On the other 
hand, when the thiocyanate ion concentration is 
small, positively charged complexes predominate.
Electrical migration experiments in which the 
coloured complexes have heen allowed to move under 
the Influence of an electric potential, have further 
demonstrated this change in complex formation in a 
simple way.
Similar experiments have already heen reported.
Thostof Schlesinger and Van Valkenhurgh^^^ ) 
indicated negatively charged complexes and were used
f'L.:'■■;v>*. ' - ■ ■ 'v ‘ \ ■' *; s ^
to support the postulated molecule Fe.Fe(CîïS)g.
On the other hand. Bent and French( ^  ) found that 
the coloured ions hore a positive charge which was 
in harmony with the ion FeOHS^ '*' put forward “by them. 
This apparent discrepancy is clarified when it is 
considered that the former workers employed 
thiocyanate concentrations which were large and very 
much greater than those used “by the latter.
In measuring the migration of an ion which is in 
equilihrium with other ions, it is important that the 
medium into which movement is taking place should he 
as nearly as possible the same as that from which the 
ion is passing, otherwise the equilihrium will change 
and, with it, the ionic type which is being measured. 
Thus a complex FeORB^"^ migrating into pure water 
would dissociate,
PeCNs2+ -* pe3+ + ONS"
the colour would be discharged and the boundary would 
be stationary. Again, if a solution containing free 
thiocyanate ions were migrating into one containing 
free ferric ions, the negative thiocyanate ions moving 
to the anode would react with the ferric ions to give 
a coloured complex, and, if this complex moved less
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rapidly to the cathode, the "boundary would move, as 
a whole, to the anode, and give a fictitious result.
In the ideal case, the solutions would he 
identical, for instance - H KCNS with a trace of 
ferric iron added migrating into N K0N8, or 
N FeCNOa)® with a trace of thiocyanate migrating 
into K Fe(N03)a. In such a case, however, the 
specific gravities of the two solutions are identical, 
the boundary unstable, and easily destroyed by 
convection. In the first series of experiments, 
therefore, the upper solution was made somewhat more 
dilute than the lower, but in the second series 
described, the same thiocyanate concentration was 
used in both layers, thou^ in several attempts 
the boundary became lost by convection.
These considerations do not seem always to have 
been taken into account by other workers.
'-A y
EXPERIMENTAL
Two series of experiments are reported here.
Series 1. The apparatus consisted of a U-tube about 
25 cm. long. The colourless solution was poured 
in at the top, while the more dense coloured solution 
was introduced through a side limb at the foot. A 
potential gradient of about one volt per centimetre 
was applied through platinum electrodes immersed to 
a depth of one centimetre in the upper solution.
In none of the experiments in this series was the 
movement of the boundary large. The end levels 
were checked to determine whether migration of the 
coloured layer had occurred as a whole.
The compositions of the solutions employed in 
four typical experiments are given.
Index Ooloured Solution Colourless Solution
KCiNS F e C N O a). HNOg KCNS P e{N O a)a  HNO.
m/1 m/1 n/l m/1 m/1 n/l
1 0.50 1.5x10-5 0.1
2 U.OO 0.1 0.1 2.0 - 0.1
5 0.50 0.2 0.5 - 0.2 0.1
h 0.01 0.6 0.5 - 0.13 0.5
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Experiments 1 and 2 are oharaoterieed by a 
large excess of thiocyanate. In No.l a faintly 
coloured boundary moved 2 mm. towards the anode . 
indicating the foimation of an excess of negatively 
charged complexes under such conditions. Similarly, 
in No.2 the coloured zone moved 2.5 mm. towards the 
anode and this was verified by an identical 
experiment carried out in series. .
On the other hand, in experiment Ij. the colour 
boundary advanced 4 ram. towards the cathode in sixty 
minutes and receded 2 ram. from the anode in the same 
time. These observations suggest that, when the 
thiocyanate concentration is small, positively 
charged complexes predominate. This is in harmony 
with the previous discussions.
In experiment No,3, the colour boundary moved 
4 ram. towards the cathode in half an hour. This is 
interesting because, whereas negative complexes 
predominated in experiment No.l in which the total 
thiocyanate was the same, positive complexes existed 
in greater amount in this case. This can be 
explained on the assumption that the iron 
concentration is sufficiently great to reduce by 
combination the free thiocyanate ion concentration
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below the limiting amount above which the net charge 
on the negative ions is greater than that of the 
positive ions.
Series 2. It is seen from the nomogram on page %99 
that the concentration of negative complexes exceeds 
that of the positive complexes when the free 
thiocyanate ion concentration is greater than 0.2ÔM. 
This is also signified by the partition curve given 
on page 67 . Solutions corresponding in cexposition 
to the aqueous phase at points marked and "Y" 
were subjected to an electric potential and it was 
found that the solution containing less than 
thiocyanate contained an excess of positive ccmplexes 
whereas, at point ”Y”, where the thiocyanate 
concentration exceeded o.2§M, negative complexes 
predominated.
A modified apparatus was used. It consisted 
of a large U-tube about 20 cm. deep and 1 cm. 
diameter; large wide bored taps were inserted about 
10 cm. from the top of each limb. The coloured 
solution was poured in till the levels were just 
above the taps; these were then closed and any 
coloured solutions above the taps washed out.
The colourless solution was then poured in at the
196top of each limb; on opening the taps good boundaries 
were obtained. The voltage applied through platinum 
electrodes was not greater than 0.2 volts per centimetre, 
and the current passing 25 milliamperes. The whole 
apparatus was maintained at 18^0 to reduce heating 
effects. The stock solutions were also kept in the 
same thermostat.
Index Coloured Solution
NHj.CNS NaOlOj^ Fe(010 j^)3 HOlOj^ 
nyl rs/1 n/1 n/1
5 0.0928 1.370 0.00090 0.127
6 0.6339 0.830 0.00063 O.06I&
The upper colourless solutions had the same
concentrations as the lower coloured solutions except 
that no iron salt was added.
In experiment 5 (point marked ”X**) the colour 
boundary advanced 3 mm, towards the cathode and receded 
2 mm. in the anode limb in one hour. After a further 
period of one hour, the boundary had advanced 6 mm. to 
the cathode and receded 4.5 mm. from the anode. There 
seems to be little doubt that the net charge carried 
by the complexes was positive, and that the enhanced 
migration can be attributed to the fact that the 
movement of the boundary was into a medium not too 
different from that in which the coloured complexes 
were originally formed.
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In the case of experiment 6 (point the
colour migrated in the opposite direction, though 
the movement of the boundaries was only half as great 
as in the previous case.
Some preliminary experiments in which convection 
was prevented by using agar solutions as employed by 
Bent and French( ^  ) gave results which were in 
general agreement with the above, but as they were 
not entirely satisfactory, they were abandoned in 
favour of the direct method reported above.
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THE STABILITIES OF COMPLEX COMPOUNDS
Burkin has recently reviewed those factors affecting 
the stability of complexes and the nature of the forces 1
between the metallic ion and the co-ordinated groups. *
(Quarterly Revièws,5,1,1951.)
Bjerrum’s theory, to which reference has been made, is I;
currently accepted. According to this theory, the relative i
values of auccesive stability constants of co-ordination 
complexes may be represented by ^
log.K^ - log.K^+i '’x.x+l
xfx+1 x^x+1
Sta^stical Effect Ligand (Co-ordinated Gp) Effect
The Sta/stical Effect takes into account the chances of attach- "tr^ -
•ment of a co-ordinated group to an ion of co-ordinating valency*
’N* and to which ’n* ligands are already attached, and is
given by (N - x + l)(x + 1) ;8 = log,------ - -— ^ ^(N - x).x
The Ligand Effect, on the other hand, represents the electro­
static effect on log.K^ - ^^ •^^ xrf-1 any ionic charge on ^
the ligand (CNS“ ) and the effect which attached ligands may >
have in modifying the ability of fRirther groups to attach
■ j
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themselves to lower complexes already fbrmed* Owing to the
unavoidable uncertainties encountered when trying to calcul-
-ate the electrostatic effect, it is elected to choose, for
T , a constant value, referred to in Part 4, page 82.x,x+l
To what extent the ligand effect plays a part in 
determining the relative values of may be readily ascer- 
-tained by contrasting actual values of log.K^ - log.Kx-fl 
with the corresponding values of x^x-hI* the assumption 
that this latter alone determines theerelative values of 
K^, log.K^ - log.K^^^ = xfx+1* values are compared
for the Series B experiment, in which activity played the
least role






The comparable values of log.K^ - log.K^^^ values of 
X = 1,5 result, of course, from the symmetry of the 
partition curve, which would; in itself, follow, were the 
assumption made above to be approximately true.
: /' - "if;: ; :yr ;yv„ -/-/ry i-.: yyf/yy^Yy-y
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This much, at least, may he concluded, that the entry of 
thiocyanate groups into the formation of the higher 
complexes is not impaired to any marked degree. The 
extreme instability of the neutral molecule is, at the 
s ame t ime, apparent.
j .  . I  i 1  i L "
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